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FRID.'1. Y r:GnNING SESSION 40:::::4::~:4 

Octoeer 6, 1967 

BRUES: Dr. Donaldson, you have us at your rr.ercy! 

DONALD.SON: Mr. Chairman, I.ad ies and Gentlerren: 

This morning we should be able to have free run of our 

scientific acWU!n plus the widest breadth of our inagination, 

for ii' we are to talk about the environment and man 1s re la-

tionship to his environimnt in the field of ecology, I 1 m sure 

we a11 have very specific collllD9nts and very specific opinions 

about how man relates to hia environm!nt. 

In the area of weapons testing, I'm sure we have 

an equal number of opinions of the effect of the weapons 

testing upon man and his environment. I toook our convener 

at his word specifically that we were not to write speeches; 

we weren 1t to deliver orations, but after 41 years as a school-

teacher I'm specifically tempted by almost heritag~, for my 

mother and my grandfather were also schoolteachers, to deliver 

that morning lecture that should come 22 minutes from now 

on norrml schedule. 

FR.EMONI'-SMITH! We have 30 years of interrupting 

practice! (I.a.ughter] We expect to challenge your 47 years. 

DONALDSON: Looking aro\.ttld , the re are many school-

teachers I notice in this gathering. So I 1 m sure they will 

use the professor's prerogative to interrupt at any occasion. 

Well, to more or less set the scene, I should like 

to, with your permission, sorrewhat limit the parts of the 

world we are going to talk about, 

If' you will just turn on the first slide, please. 

[Slides] Well, each of us again have our own 

imn:ediate interpretation of what we think of as environn:ental 

contamination. I think if we go back to the source area for 

many of our probler.s we would go to the Hanford work or to 

the oak Ridge eatablishrr.ent and eventually to the Savannah 
Stafford Warren 
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l River area where rr:ateri:ils are fabricated. He have learr..ed 

2 to live with radiation 1r. these areas and in the environrr:ent 

3 we have_ learned a great deal. 

4 Then we could jump to the Japanese side, as we have 

5 in preceding sessions talked about the Nagasaki, Hiroshin:a, 

6 and on the uainland of Japan the experiences there or drop 

7 down to the .Marshall Islands and concentrate on Rongelap 

8 and the fallout problems there, as we did in pa.rt yesterday; 

9 or to Bi.k.ini, to Eniwetok. But with a few jumps I would like 

10 to include soir.e of the other areas 1n our discussion this 

ll morning to give those of you who have worla!d in other areas 

12 a er.a.nee to participate and to bring 1n sane' special proble!11!1 

13 at Johnaon Island where we have some of your: usual type of 

14 problems because of an accident that occurred that is not 

15 · · discussed usually but one that I think is gernane to our 

16 operations here and to the Christns.s Island area with yet 

17 another and even included the northernmost tip of the North 

18 Am!rican continent up at the Cha.riot site where Dr. Wolfe 

19 and his associates have gathered a good deal of both actual 

20 and projected information on this problem of environmental 

21 contamination. I did not include here the Amchitka area and 

22 the Aleutiarus where many of you are aware there have been soir.e 

23 atomic detonations and they are preparing for one at the 

24 present tim:! • 

25 \fell, this presents a very big order in itself. It 

26 includes about 50 per cent of the earth 1 s surface and in a 

27 very unusual environn:ent. I think it would be well if we 

28 could put son:e input on the British tests of 1952 and subse-

29 quent years particularly one off the Great Barrier Reef which 

30 is germane to our discussions here and a word or two possibly 

31 about the Russian tests. The Chinese tests were r.:entioned 

32 yesterday. For sorre reason--I don rt know whether it 1s policy 

33 or not--the Frer.ch tests in the PacifiG and in the Sahara 

Stafford W;:;.:rcn 
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l were not included in any of the conversations nor ;1as there 

2 any comrr.ent. I g~ess this rray be omission by purpose but 

3 it's not for ne to decide in this case. 

4 FREMONT-SMITH: There's no known policy cehind that 

5 omission. 

6 DONALDSON: Thank you. I think it 1 s important we 

7 do consider them 1n the over-all problem of enirironn:ent, 

8 particularly as far as the Pacific Ocean is concerned. 

9 To be a bit more definitive as to locale and 

10 orders of magnitude, nay we just by contrast superimpose 

11 the scale map or the Uhited States over the area that we 

12 will concentrate on, I hope, and talk about the Pacll'1c test-

13 1ng center with Johnson Island, Chr1stmaa Island and Bikini 

n ane the Eniwetok areas in this instance • 

15 .. 
UPTON: Is that a Mercator projection? 

16 DONALDSON: Yes. 

17 FR.EI>DNT-SMITH: Be sure we get that in ~he volume. 

18 I•ve never seen this before and I think it's very striking. 

19 DONALDSON: I think this is one to one , but I 111 be 

20 very happy to leave the slide with you if you w1.:h it. 

21 Specifically a.gain if we nay just review our natilral 

22 history for a mo!D!nt, atoll.s are most unusual structures. I 

23 11.ke the statement that you 111 find in "The Voyage of the 

24 Beagle 11 and other of Da.I'11in 1 s writings, that no biologist 

25 can be really considered a qualified biologist unl.ess he 

26 has lived and worked 1n a coral atoll. They are very unique 

27 biological entities, and I'm sure those of you who have worked 

28 at Bikini and Eniwetok or the other atollS probably have 

29 cussed them or enjoyed them as your temperan:ents would 

30 dictate your own behavior pattern. 

31 There are atolls that are dead atolls, such as 

32 Chrll!tmas Island where the growth is not quite equaling the 

33 sloughing of the atoll. There 1 s a great deal of scientific 
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.1 discussi::m as to hm~ the atolls were :'orrr.ed. There was an 

2 almost co~plete lack of understanding of the f orr.ation of 

3 atolls before the Pacific tests were initiated. I recall 

4 that the geologists in the group were convinced, and inc-son:e 

5 of the lectures on the HAVEN that were held under Dr. Warren's 

6 superv:ision, they told us that the coral was about 180 feet 

7 thick. This was so becauae during the formation of the 

8 atolls the water had receded to about that level and so the 

9 coral can only grow in the upper layers o£ water. So there 

10 would just be a little cap. And there t!ltere uany discussions 

ll as to the possibility of blowing this cap o£f the top o£ the 

12 mountai.."l that the coral was superimposed upon. 

13 These discussion went round and round, .or. Warren, 

14 you recall, during the voyage of the HA.VEN out. to the test 

15 ground and we listened very intillately and in aubaequent 

16 expe.ditions out there it was possible to drill in the atolls 

17 to see how thick the coral might be. In the 1947 expedition, 

18 particularly, the drilling was geared to go down as much· a3 

19 possibly 1000 feet into the base. But each morn:L"lg when the 

20 assembled group would go out to drill we would asK them how 

21 they were coming. ''When you're down to 100 feet you ought to 

22 be striking base rock the next day." 

23 "Yes." 

25 

26 

27 

"Then we'll be able to tell how old it is. You'll 

be able to tell how old it is because geology is an exact 

science." 

FREMONT-SMITH: You remember I n:entioned the half -

28 life of facts are getting shorter and shorter, 

29 

30 

31 Go to it! 

DONA.LDSON: Yes, 

FREMONT-SMITH: I'm glad to have it illustrated, 

DONALDSON: The next day they rr:ay te down 200 feet, 32 

33 350 feet, 400 feet, Soo feet, 900 feet and they 1-:e~touite,_,,~.,en 

:)~~ucl:A t1 
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l convinced they were in a hole and they had to chan:;e tr.eir 

2 estin:ation about the thickness of the coral, which rreant sorre 

3 change about the age of the earth, which rr.eant s or.;e change of 

4 their concept about how the moon was forred. 

5 

6 

.FREMONT-SMITH: And that includes the tides. 

DONALDSON: Yes ! [Laughter] And this went on until 

7 they finally reached a fantastic depth of' about 1200 feet 

8 and they still hadn •t found out how old the earth was nor how 

9 thick the coral cap might be. By this tizm we were running 

10 out of fo'Od and we were running out of drinking liquor, which 

ll everybody worried about because the supply vessels were bring-

12 ing mud to greue this hole that they were drilling down into 

13 

14 

15 ·.· 

16 

17 

18 

19 

the atoll. . ! 

The following year they moved over 'to Eniwetok and 

began to drUJ. there and the ele!IJ!nt drilling went down to a 

tC>Ul of sot12 4300 feet before they cal?2 to the basal strata 

on which the coral waa anchored. 

FREMONT-SMITH: They did find it there? 

DONALDSON: Yes. They actually found t::1at there was 

20 a bottom to this boundless pile of calcium carbo·,;a.te. 

21 The illu:stration I hope is not wa.ated. But it's 

22 indicative of soim of the needs to know in the n:=tural environ-

23 !IJ!nt in which we are working. The seas ahd the 2.tolls within 

24 the seas are so imperfectly known that we son:etin:es find such 

25 great gaps in our thinking because we don't have the physical 

26 and biological pa.ra!IJ!ters upon which to work. Like the state-

27 n:ent of the Senior Senator from our State who re_peatedly has 

28 made the state!IJ!nt that we know a great deal more about the 

29 back side of the moon than we do about the oceans that cover 

30 72 _per cent of the earth's surf'ace. Well, with this as a 

31 background maybe we can be a bit more s_pecific in the things 

32 that we are going to te talking about. 

33 The tests were conducted, as I r::entioned, at these 

Stafford Warren 
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l various atolls and we rr.ay take a quick look at, starting in 

2 1946,and not 1947, as in the staterrent in your first volu:re. 

3 

4 

FREMONT-SMITH: 1946 is right. 

DONALDSON: 1946 is the correct·one, not 1947. 

5 But ;o;e may take a quick look at Eniwetok :on the next slide, 

6 please. 

7 The atolls were selected, according to the Task 

8 Force reports, because they presented an ideal environirent 

9 in which to work, Of course, they were isolated; they were 

10 in relatively favorable weather areas a.nd they did provide 

ll a safe anchorage for th! fleet and probably equally important 

12 there were a number of outposts upon which instru?!J!ntation 

13 might be baaed • 

14 As far as we who were interested 1n the environ-

15 ·rental sciences, they were quite ideal because they did 

16 provide a native flora and f'auna that gave us a good cross-

17 sectioR of' what we might expect. Now, you see these tiny 

18 little islets each with a peculiar environment quite its own, 

19 as the entire atoll typa of enviro?lm!nt is pecui::.ir. 

20 The land emerging area, about three square miles 

21 1n each of the atolls, divided up into some 20 little islands 

22 in each atoll. The land plants, the fauna, is relatively 

23 limited. It •s limited to those forms that can survive in a 

21J tropical environlll!nt that is subjected to wide temperature 

25 and salinity variations. The land and animals are limited to 

26 one group of ma.mm.ls divided into three species of' rats that 

27 were introduced apparently at the time that the native 

28 people can:e there. The birds are limited only to those 

29 aquatic birds that can fly long distances, Insects, there's 

30 one amphibian and one introduced, a reptile. 

31 On the aontra1·:y,the rr.arine fauna and flora is extrerre -

32 ly diverse. There are about 700 species of fish in contrast 

33 to Puget· Sound where I Hor!{ in r;,y norr..al activity. There 
Statfo;.: 'A'.: · • · 1 
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l are about 50 to 70 species of fish, probably te'1fold as r::any 

2 species of fish. The sa;re is t:i..:e with the algae groups of 

3 great diversity and, of course, then the corals are something 

4 unique to ~his part. one might go through the other biologi-

5 cal forms. 

6 UPl'ON: To what extent do you think the limit in 

7 number of species in Puget Sound may have resulted from the 

8 effects of man on that basin? 

9 DONALDSON: Well, these are forms that were native 

10 there. He have introduced sod forms t'1ere. There are no 

ll species that have been exterminated in Puget Sound. All the 

12 native forim are there. 

13 

H. 

UPl'ON: I see . 

DONALDSON: Well, added to the complexity of the 

15 environn:ent and the great distances, we have a great diversity 

16 

17 

18 

of energy releases and the types of releases. Just to review 

rather quickly, there have been 59 detonations at this test 

site. They vary in size from the nornal device that we •ve 

19 talked about, some 20,000 tons of T.N.T. on up to, well, a 

20 statem!nt was nade it might have been 11, 12 negatons. That 

21 1s the r-t:i.rch lst test of 1954. 

22 These devices have varied from rather primitive ones 

23 by present standards to sorre very sophisticated ones by the 

24 rreasurements on up to 1958. They were detonated under a 

25 great variety of conditions and this is germane to the subject 

26 werre talking about; from under water to high in the skies, 

27 from tower tests to tests in barges sitting on the water. 

28 This rr.eans that fission products varied not only in quantity. 

29 and sorre in composition but the induced radiation varied very 

30 fantastically in quantity and composition. So the numbers 

and amounts of radioactive o.ucleides introduced into the en-31 

32 

33 

vironment runs almost the entire gamut of possibility Stafford Wc.;r...,. 
' DOE/UCLA 
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l environrrent, to try to evaluate the iopact of the detonaticns 

2 upon the biota presented a task that would stretch the ir::agi-

3 nation,_I guess, of moot of us, at least it stretched ours. 

4 We tried to determine--and r111 enurr.erate these 

5 rather quickly and then get on with the discussion aspects--

6 the amount and kind of radiactivity released into the environ-

7 ment quite obviously is one of the important things, but I 

8 would call your attention to the primitive nature of the 

9 instrUI!1lnts and the evaluation techniques. that were avail-

10 able particularl.y during the early year:s. We are inclined to 

ll think in terms of what 1 a available today rather than what 

12 waa i:..vailable in the hectic 1943 up to 1946 .and even in sub-

13 sequent years as we went along. I re call th.cit we used to buy 

14 a scaler, an old Victory scaler from aom! of Dr. warren's 

;.5 - · people and we would chop off a piece of fish tissue or some 

16 algae and push it in and 1i' we went off scale we would say, 

17 ''Well, there muat be Som! radiation there. Throw it away 

18 and push in the next one." So it was essentially a presence 

19 or absence situation 1n the som of the instances. There was 

20 either some radiation or there wasntt. But I would have to 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

qualify my statement aa. to the amounts and kinds of radio-

activity which cam! som!what later in the entire series. 

We were particularly interested in the radar uptake 

particularly by biological syateim and this again was depen-

dent upon good instrumentation that wasn't available during 

26 the early years. We were interested in the amount and kinds 

27 of radiation within various syatems; the selection and the 

28 concentration, and this becom:s germane when we begin to talk 

29 about permissible levels because we have selective concentra-

30 tion. Sorre of the algae groups will take out one entity, 

31 for example, which will pick out iodine with tacticability 

32 to concentrate into the orders of rragnitude of a millionfold 

33 for short periods of tir:".e. These blotting techniq:;es then 
Stafford Warrdn 
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l are very germane to o·,,.er-all evaluation because this clerpa 

2 or this algae is eaten by sorr.e of the fishes and the fishes 

3 in turn_ then will picl< up the iodine, and the most sp:cific 

4 radiation damage that has been rr.easured in direct rreasuren:ent 

5 have been·the destruction of the thyroid in sorr.e of the algae-

6 eating fl.shes. We were interested in the n:etabolic transfer 

7 and the---

8 DUNHAM: ~Y I ~terrupt and ask you what kind of 

9 stable content thia does have nornally? 

10 .DONALDSON: It has so much that we would not eat it 

ll becal.18e it ha.a a bitter iodine taate. It•s red. 

12 DUNHAM: noes it have a high iodine requirem!nt 

13 for survivaJ.? 

14 DONALDSON: I don 1 t know the physiology of it. 

15 :-: DUNHAM: When you say it concentrates perhaps a 

16 millionfold, you o:ean compared to the concentration of radio-

17 iodine in the water? 

18 DONALDSON: Yes • 

l9 UProN: Rapid iodine turnover in th1.s organism? 

20 OONALDSON: I rather doubt it. I think it probably 

21 1a a1waya at a relatively high level a.lld the limiting factor 

22 may be amounta or iodine avaUable to it. 

23 

24 

25 

UPTON: Is it a rapidly growing plant? 

·ooNALDSON: Yes. It grows rather rapidly. 

UPrON: So that it•s buUding a new cell and buUd-

26 ing in new iodine. 

27 

28 

DONALDSON: Yes. 

WOLFE: We have in Canada an algae in the Agean 

29 Cara in the river which have very large amounts. Yet it 

30 could be taken i:Jto the water except for sophisticated 

31 techniques and we analyzed the coral for rr:anGanere a::c: found 

32 that 20 per cent of the ash was ~anganese. 

33 roNAUJSON: I think the specific concen:;:-:,-cior:s 

Stafford Warren 
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1 are really gern:ane to this sort of discussion :::ecause we 

2 base our interp;retations on the familiar and forget to realize 

3 that in_ nature there are a wide variety of si:;ectra of uptake. 

4 He were also interested in the rate of transfer 

5 and elimination. In the discussion yesterday Dr. Harren 

6 n:entioned the uptake on the side of the ships, but if you re-

7 call, these sh1ps were always upwind from the detonation and 

8 so the question would be how-did the radionucleides that 

9 would normally drift downwind work their way upwind and com! 

10 up underneath the ships and be attached to the ships? So • 
ll these are problems of interest. 

12 We were interested in the diaposal out into the 

13 open ocean, and one or the intriguing thing::rtwa.a the more or 

14 less breathing of the atoll. Of course, the nature of the 

15 - atoll allowed the constant thrusting out to the open sea. 

16 There are other interesting transfers that we will be talking 

17 about, I hope, as we go along. 

18 The usual transfer in our terrestrial. area 1a from 

19 the land to the sea, but in these atoll.s there is a very 

20 appreciable tranet'er from the sea back to the land or the 

21 limited terrestrial area, whi.ch com!a from a variety of ways: 

22 by transfer from spray into the vegatat1on, and we find that 

23 this is a very positive tranafer. This occurred in Japan to 

24 som! extent, for those of you who followed the moverrent up 

25 on to the terrestrial area there. As a n;atter of fact, spray 

26 along the coast !'ram the downwind drift was transferred up 

27 onto the land there. 

28 In the atolls the more speci!'ic ocean-to-shore 

29 transfer is carried on by aquatic birds and this is very 

30 complicating, a very complicated thing in the evaluation, for 

31 the birds to transfer back on shore and upset the nice 

32 spectral establishrr.ent that one would establish when the 

33 first fallout comes. You have this group of nucleides; 
Stafford warren 
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you w13h to follow the~ and then suddenly or gradually there 

is an overlay of others that have been selected oi.;t of the 

sea by ~elective concentration in an uphill migration. 

These further complicate but-add a spice of interest to the 

evaluations that go on. 

Then, I guess most specif'ically we are all inter-

ested in the amount and kind of radionucleides concentrated 

by various tissues. In ma.king evaluations, we are always 

hard pressed to sort out the various pa.ran:eters that are in-

valved. we have the overliry of a bla.at effect and fire and 

radiation 1nterm1.ngled especially in the closed-in areas, 

and, 1f I may, I would like to uae an illuatration or two 

to point this out. May I have the next one 7 f please. 

Let 1s just ta.lee· a quick look at what I think is 

one of my favorite photographs. Thia was ma.de under rather 

unusual circumstances possibly, but since we do not rate 

sufficiently high on the Task group priority list who have 

the luxury of a photog~phic plane and we do occasionally 

19 travel--we did in the early days--by the older P3Ys, and 

20 those of you who remember those old fl.ying boats, you re-

21 member that they usually didn •t have the usual facilities 

22 that are now found on modern planes but did have a place in 

23 the back that they called an air-flush toilet and by flipping 

2~ up the lid of that you had a place to take a photograph~ 

25 [Laughter] This n::a.y be a bit unusual. 

26 May I have the next one, please • I.et n:e use this 

27 as an illustration of the type of proposed thing one might 

28 use to docuirent sore of the things that rive been talking 

29 about. We, like the rest of you, tried to be very exact in 

30 ou-r planning. We planned very carefully to docurrent the 

31 distribution of radionucleides in this great mass of moving 

32 water, a 3-din:ensional plot. In order to do that we have 

33 to oc(:upy various stations 1n son:e logical sequence. So 
Staftord Warren 
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1 I drew these nice plots of the way we should do this sort 

2 of docun:entation. We will start over here at the point 

3 near A, _A-1, and we w111 make these zigzags on this sort of 

4 a track, cutting back and we'll finish up son:e weeks later 

5 over here at a poL~t: E~lO. Everything i.s very nicely in 

6 order now. May I have the next one, please • Thi.s 1s the way 

7 it eventuates! [Laughter] We started, we went along very 

8 we11,everything was going pretty much on cour.:ie except the 

9 problem of doing oceanographic work: from a destroyer has its 

10 own problems. But when we first :started out we asked the 

ll skipper, in case the WALTON, to let us go 50 miles thu way 

12 and then we'll stop. "Stop? I don't know how to stop. I 1ve 

13 never stopped thi.s in the sea. What will happen if I lie 

14 there? [Laughter] You can't put th.i.s group.of wire lines 

lS · and rope lines over the side. You may get them caught up in 

16 the propeller if we stop." Then he decided to stop. Then 

17 after he stopped he drifted aoim and then he quite lost his 

18 course and he couldn't quite go back on course again. 

19 u you ju.st turn it arr ror one minute, do you have 

20 room ror one story? 

21 FREMONr-SMITH: At lea.at • One and a ha.lft [Laughter J 

22 DONALDSON: Thi.a problem or navigation really sur-

23 priSed lit! out there. It becom!ls almoat--Bob, you have lived 

24 with it for years, but it's so much better now than it was in 

25 the early days. 

26 In 1948 when we were out there all by ourselves, 

27 all nice and lonely, we had one little ship that had no way of 

28 producing water, So very helpfully the Navy would send us a 

29 ship every four weeka with a new supply of water. The water 

30 would get pretty stale and they would bring us some food and 

31 son:e mail, But on the back of this little supply ship was a 

32 little box and in this box lived six Marshallese bo;,'S. And I 

33 asked the Bkipt:er of this ship, "Why do you ha·1e these . 
Stafford warreo 
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Marshallese boys on th1s box 1n the back of the sh1p?" 

Actually it was a little cover on deck where they lived. And 

he said, "Those are my navigator13!" [Laughter] 

"Well, you have all the modern equipn:ent." He 

said, "Oh, we have a compass and the sextant and the usual 

things but we don't have radar and any of the sophisticated 

equipnirnt on this little ship." He said, "I couldn't just 

do without these boys to do the navigating." 

CONARD: Did they stick maps? 

DONALDSON: No, they just used their own intuition 

in this case • • 

FREMONT-SMITH: And their ears. 

DONALDSON: Yes, and their ears and their eyes a.nd ., 
their built-in compass. The story that he told seeued per-

fectly fantastic, so fantastic that· :1.t 'a worth re,;:eatj,ng be-

cause it•s incredible, as Wright was saying yesterday. 

It seem! that when he first arrived there to this 

comuand, he was asked to take thia ship from, Kwajalein to the 

Atoll o£ Wotje. Wotje is east or Kwajale 1n 200 miles. SoJIS 

ot: you who were out there in the war remember it was the place 

they U8ed to have the milk nm. They would go out and bomb 

it every day. So he set out from Wotje. H1s Executive Ot:-

ficer also was new, they plotted their course--just two or-

ficers aboard this little boat--and they plotted their course 

and when they arrived juat where they thought they should be, 

there was the great big Pacific ocean. So they looked around 

and, well, they talked to the sailors a while and the sailors 

were very reserved, of course, as sailors would be. This is 

the new Exec and the new skipp!r and they don •t want to com-

mit themselves. So they said, "Well, we'd better plot it 

again." So they plotted again and they carr:e out with this 

point and they were in the big pacific ocean. Nm·1, in all 

fairness to them, atolls are very difficult to spot. They 
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stick up, atolls of about eight feet with palm trees mixed 

in the haze and the waves, and they're very difficult to spot. 

So they-couldn't see it, They weren't close enough even to 

see it. So finally one of the sailors said, 11 I suggest you 

ask the Marshallese boys. 11 Whereupon he says, "I•m a graduate 

of Annapolis. I know how to navigate a ship, 11 and his back 

went up, But finally in desperation he said, "Well, do you 

fellows know where Wotje 18?" ·And again thi:r is typical of 

their behavoir, never a direct response. . "We 111 thiilk about 

it ror a while"; and thia 15 a lesson ~me of the rest of us 

might learn. Rather than blurt out a qui.clc reply, "Why, let's 

think about it for a mom!1tlt." 

t 
So they ha.d a 11.ttle huddle; they walked around the • 

edge of the ship; they looked in the water; they looked off 

-.. · at the sky and they had another consultation and they said 

"Wotje that way (indicating!." Th1.s was a real big help. At 

least he knew th& direction to go! [Laughter] He thought 

maybe thu fellow 1s so damoed smart, maybe I could ask him 

another quest1.oo, So he said, "How far 1.s it to Wotje?" Well, 

anotber consultation, another walk around the ship and another 

huddle and "Wotje ,40 more :nil.ea." 

''Well, we •re· locst. We might as 'lll!ll try th1.s." So 

he said, "Sail that way 40 m1.lea." They went into the harbor 

and drop:r;:ed the anchor and everything waa lovely and he began 

to think about this. So he gathered them together again and 

he said, "How did you know where Wotje was?" 

"Oh! II Thia was a very .serious problem, So another 

huddle, and another bit of discussion and then the great 

announcement: "Wotje always right here?" (Laughter] 

FREMONT-SMITH: I think I have to give another aspect 

or this saire story because as I was coming back from Bikini 

I was on a plane with a Navy captain who told rr.e a very 

similar story. Stattord Warren 
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1 They were in the fog trying to get into the entrance 

2 to an atoll--and I 1 ve forgotten which one; it ~ay have been 

3 Kwajale~n; I don't think so. And the navigator was navigating 

4 and they had a native on the bridge and the native said to 

5 the skipper, "I think you 1 ve gone past the entrance," and the 

6 skipper turned to the navigator and the navigator said, "No." 

7 And so then they tried to get in and found they were up 

8 against the sand. And they went on and they cam!! back again 

9 and then the na.t1ve told them just where the entrance was and 

10 they went in there and he was right. So the man I was with, 

• 11 the captain, said that he spoke to the native and said,, "How 

12 did you know?" And he said, "I could tell by the sound ot: the 

13 waves." And you probably know this very well•, the winds pro-

1~ vide waves that hit the atoll which then have· a backwaah 

15 ·.· that flows a way out from the atol.l and these mala! a per-

16 fectly steady lap, lap, lap on the aide of the ship. And when 

l 7 you cone to the break where the entrance is, there is a shii't 

18 in the sound because the waves d:U'fer. And the capta1n tol.d 

19 me ti.t thia waa so fascinating to h:im that the next day he 

20 flew over the atoll and, by jingo, you could see these waves 

21 flowing out in circles and the break 1n the waves at the point 

22 of the entrance • 

23 Does this fit in with your experience? 

DONALDSON: Yea. 

25 FREMONI'-SMITH: But I like your story better! 

26 [Laughter 1 "It rs always right here" is the best thing I've 

27 ever heard. 

28 DONALDSON: Then in addition to the problem of living 

29 and organizing, uay we just take a look at another illustra-

30 tion or two and then we can get on to the particular problem. 

31 In the detonation, of course, we have produced sorr.e 

32 

33 

blast, sorre fire and sorr.e radiation. 

please. 

Now, the next one, 

Stafford Warren 
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15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 
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33 

.. 

EISENBUD: Which detonation was this? 

DONALDSON: We weren 1.t supposed to say that, but 

This i.s going to go thia way or that way. It will 

carry you off 1n so02 manner that the a:eteorologiats always 

are very exact in determining the direct way it is going to 

go. Sometimes they are right. And then it will leave a trail 

across the lagoon or into the sea that one may be able to 

find or not find. 

Now ti' we my see the next oz:, pleaae • Thi.s on the 

islets will produce various and sundry erfect:s. It wUl knock 

so112 palm treee over, break them off and .Y'OU:- ean say, "Yes, 

the blast pre8lSUre wa8 SUch, II and here YOU can l!ak:e a very 

direct neasure=nt of the amount o£ bl.a.at it takes to knock 

a palm tree over. Well, it 1s a very appreciable amount of 

energy. Falm trees are Dade to resist winds of almost hurri-

cane rorce. 

The next one, please. '!hen it will take a certain 

amount of energy, thermal energy to burn the leaves and one 

can malDe some rather exact complicationa here of thi! amount 

of thermtl energy that was produced at X number of miles. And 

here you see the leaves are burned and you can make this 

ll1!a.sure=nt very directly. 

The next one, please. Then there are the other ef-

fects on the animal populations. The aquatic birds crre 1n 

fair number 1n the atolls although the speciation la limited, 

as I ~ntioned, and one can tr.ake soire measurements here. we 

see these birds are !:lying around very nicely and they seem 

to be all right. So nothing happened to them. 

The next one, please. This little fellow forgot to 

take of'f when the rest of' them flew. So we 111 take a look 

at him a little closer. 

Now, 11' we can go back to1henext one. So I'm going 

Stattord Warren )~ 
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l to try to sneak up on him and see if we can catch hir:i since 

2 he doesn 1t fly very 1·Jell and it rs obvious that he has sorr.e 

3 particular problem. So we 1 11 take a closer loo'.< at this one. 

4 .Next, please. Well, he was pointed the right way, 

5 I guess, as he should have been, for he was looking away from 

6 the blast and he had gotten his tail feathera singed and sorr.e 

7 of the prinary wing fins or feather.s have been burned. He 1s 

8 in about the same shape, the saJLe problem as a ship without 

9 a rudder. So we'll put him down and go back and go to the 

10 club for a while and com! back the next day. 

ll So we com! back the next day and here are numbers 

12 of dead birds on the beach. Well now, the logical assumption, 

13 I guess that one makes is that, well, these bird5 must have 

lJi. . died from radiation danage. They were all right yesterday, 

15 at least they were alive. So we assum! that they died from 

16 radiation daixage. We have a look. We examined them vecy 

17 closely. We tried to 112asure this, measure that, do the beat 

18 autopsy we could and f1nd little or no radiation or they are 

19 too far away for any ne.utron flux. ·so why did tliey die? This 

20 is.· the question you have to amswer. 

21 In our report we would just write a simple thing. We 

22 would just say they died of radiation. Then we have to draw 

23 upon a little bit more background. We have to draw upon the 

21j. natural hi.story of these beasts. we have to realize that 

25 there rs no water on the island for them to drink. IT th.ere 1s 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

no water on the island they don't drink it. They get their 

moisture from their food, tr.eir food being the fish in the 

sea. 

Well, the salinity of the fish in the sea is tte sarr.e 

as yours and mine and it 1s about 75/100 of 1 .r;:er cent, and 

by getting the moisture from the sea they're able to rr.aintain 

their moisture balance if they feed. But if they don't fee:J, 

they can 1 t rraintain their moisture balance. S:::i they die of 
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1 desi~cation. So these birds died of desi.ccation? No, they 

2 died from thermal burns because they burned their "rudder" 

3 off and they weren't able to fly. So you can by elimination 

4 sometin:es arrive at a reasonable solution of things that 

5 are happening. 

6 Now, 1f I ma.y have just another minute or t\'io. 

7 

8 

CONARD: Did those birds die in one day? 

DONALDSON: Yes. These pictures were lli3.de on sub-

9 sequent days. 

10 

ll 

12 

13 

CONARD: It aeeim 11.ke it 1s a pretty quick death • 

• 
DONALDSON: But it 1a terribly hot. 

FREMJNT-SMITH: They dried out fast. 

DUNHAM: Did you decide these fiah died from des1c-

14 cation or from thermal burrut? I wasn 1 t clear what your con-

15 

16 

clua1on was. 

17 there. 

18 

19 

20 

21 

ship. 

DONALDSON: :oesiccation, because the burns weren't 

UFTON: But the burns prevented them from feeding.· 

DONALDSON: Yes, it 1s the ca.uae and ef!'ect relation-

UPTON: They couldn 1t ea.t and therefore they 

22 couldn rt maintain their food balance. 

23 

2~ 

25 

26 

DONALDSON: Yes. 

ROOT: This was obvious in the autopsy, too. 

DONALDSON: Yes. 

CONARD: Could this have been anorexia from radi-

27 ation, loss of appetite so that they didn't want to eat any 

28 fish? 

29 BRUES: This is the old problem that the pathologists 

30 and the epidemiologists have. What is the cause of death? 

31 

32 

33 

DONALDSON: That 1s right. 

r'REMONT-SMITH: Multiple causality enters into it. 

DONALDSON: Surely. Multiple causes that Stai.c.-::: warren 
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l complicates this. 

2 Of course, the real differences that 1-:e have to corr:e 

3 to grips with now involve the ---

AYRES: May I interrupt for a second. Did you see 

5 any signs _of birds whose tail feathers or wing feath~rs were 

6 lost later on because of beta burns? 

1 .DONALDSON: I don't think we have. I'm trying to 

8 recall. 

9 CONARD: The feathers would protect the skin from 

10 beta burns. 

ll AYRES: • I 1m juat wondering whether the feathers 

12 thense1ves might have been burnt? 

13 DONALDSON: The birds that survived two or three 
' 

14 days almost invariably were in good shape. They set up 

15 housekeeping somewhere eise, except f'or those, that can't fly, 

16 the yoimg birds • 

17 TAYLOR: Didn't sane of' the birds, because of ex-

18 posure to the thel'11111 radiation, lose their ability to shed 

19 water so that they couldn •t swim? 

20 DONALDSON: Yes • 

21 TA YI.OR: Are these birds that normall;;- would f'ish 

22 by landing 1n the water and then diving? 

23 

24 dive. 

25 

26 

DONALDSON: They simply pick them of'f', they don't 

TAYLOR: I see. 

DONALDSON: The major other problem I guess one 

27 might call attention to at this point 1s that we are dealing 

28 in really two env1ronrrents: The birds living in both, but 

29 the other aniimls essentially living either terrestrially or 

30 in the aquatic environ~nt. And the quite obvious situation 

31 that existed imnediately is that there is the stratification 

32 of' the fallout into a finite layer essentially on the terres-

33 trial area where there is a three-dirr:e.nsional distribution 

Stafford Warren 
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l in the sea. This imrrediately changes all approaches of one 

2 or the other. In the terrestrial area the fallout is avail-

3 able to the biota most specifically if it 1s in a soluble 

4 form. In the soluble form it 1s picked up by the plants and 

5 enters into the food chain of the anima.J.s that feed upon the 

6 plants. 

7 [Blackboard] I put down just a partial illustration 

8 of the sort of fractionation that takes place in the land 

9 area. This 18 part of a very complicated long table, but 

10 juat as an illustration let •s look at it. All the spectra 

ll ot: rad1onucle1des, of course, are available on-the land a.a 

12 they fall out there. Th:is is from Eniwetok_ The particular 

13 island, catiell Island spectra. The soil has,, in 1961,this 

l~ configuration of presence or abSence or radionucleides. The 

15 :-· plants sub8tant1ally pick up only four out of' this complex 

16 and of the four that the planta have, the rads essentially 

17 concentrate too: strontium and cesium or cerium. The fish, 

18 on the other hand, have essentially available, one would 

19 assu•, the same complex oi' radiom~cleides since they also 

20 fell upon the water but the fish in the rrain pick up manganese, 

21 cobalt-60 and zince-65. 

22 Now, we might add to thia, 1f we take the dominants--

23 in thia particular one we don't have iron-55 but in the open 

2~ sea iron-55, along with cobalt, at the present tine are the 

25 two most dominant radionucle1des. 

26 Well, 1n a sweeping statel!Silt of' generality, which 

27 is alwayB ridiculous, but 1n the ma.in the terrestrials are the 

28 soluble nucleides 1n soluble form, those in the sea of' par-

29 ticulate form are concentrated most. Since the induced rad1.o-

30 nucleides of' the cobalt series and iron series are in par-

31 ticulate form, although the finely divided form, they enter 

32 

33 

through the food web more dorninately than do the soluble 

forrcs that are more distributed through the 1·1ater. 
Staffofd Warren 
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l Then vJe night c:ir::rr.ent on the competition that exist3 

2 in the sea which is quite completely different than the cmr.-

3 :i:etitio~ that exists on land, for on land there are nutritional 

4 mineral deficiencies that for the most part do not occur in 

5 the sea. ·Now, this seems to refute the comn:ent I rrade earlier 

6 about the iodine, but again generalizing, the cesium uptake 

7 on land is directly related to the deficiency of the fat. 

8 The strontium-90 on land 1.a. an uptake we say because you have 

9 the calcium deficiency, and I just n:entioned a few mon:ents ago 

10 that there billions oi: toruJ oi: calcium in an atoll that 1s,aolll!! 

ll 4300 feet thick colum that grows on the isl.and. But this is 

12 in insoluble form and only when it's llBde soluble does this 

13 beco!IJ! in evidence. 

l~ so; in the 3ea the potassium ratio is about 360 parts 

15 ~~: :i;::er million and on land the calcium is about 440 parts per 

16 miJ.lion. So it 1 3 not quite obvious that a 3tra1ght atom or 

17 two of cesium or a Btraight atom or two of strontium in the sea; 

18 we can 1t get excited at all about it. So when we have this 

19 great nuclear war, I'm going to run out and catch myself a 

20 fish and eat it entll'e and reel quite secure that my food 

21 supply- isn't in jeopardy. 

22 Well, if we rray have the next Blide, please. 

23 AYRES: May I just interrupt. That's ceBium there, 

2i. isn't it, C3? 

25 DONAIDSON: Yes • 

26 In terrestrial areas it's quite obvious that in sorr.e 

27 instances there 1s little chance for re-vegetation or regrowth. 

28 The soil is burned away; the seeds have been destroyed; the 

29 entire fauna and flora one would assun:e in this place would 

30 not be re-established. 

31 The next one, please . Now, in areas where the soil 

32 has not been burned and has not been removed, you see in 

33 this illustration tr.e soil core where the organic r.:a.terial 
stattc 'Narren 
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l on the upper inch is and on the ri;;ht tr..e radioautograph 

2 with the distribution of the rerraining radionucleides in the 

3 upper inch. 

Next one, please. This n:eans that plants that have 

5 shallow feeding roots that feed close to the surface have 

6 a better cha.nee to pick up these soluble forrr:s, to incorporate 

7 them into their tissues, and those plants that root deeper, 

8 like the coconut, for example,_ do not have radionucleides 

9 available to them in the soluble form. They are feeding 

10 

11 

12 

13 

deeper in the substratum. So you have a different accumula

• tion depending the zone of feeding of the plants, as do the 

zone of feeding of the aniual.S. 

The next one, please. The plott~ of the distri-

l~ bution in the sea 1a one that is a constant shifting pattern 

15 ~-: that changes with the sea.sons, that changes with tim!, of 

16 course, the direction flow of the currents, the distribution 

17 carried on, and it changes from hour to hour and at least it 

18 changes from day to night. 

19 The radionucle1dea in the sea are incorporated in 

20 the lower strata first since they abSorbed on the saall biota 

21 and then absorbed up the food chain. Many of these organisms 

22 are in the deeper layers in the hours of darkness and migrate 

23 to the surface during the hours .--the deeper layers during the 

2i. hours of day and migrate to the surface during the hours of 

25 dart:. So there is a vertical diurnal migration as well as 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

this constant shift, depending upon the direction of the pre-

valling currents. 

AYRES: Is that deep water? 

DONALDSON: What? 

AYRES: Is that deep water? 

DONALDSON: It's surface ;~ater. 

AYRES: Diurnal doesn't normally extend into shallow 

33 water, does it') 
Stafford Warren 
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l DOHALCSCtl: \:e11, speaking of deep •11ater. 1 1 m 

2 spealcing of deep water as water--shallow water as being the 

3 water in the mixing layer v1hich in this area is about 600 

4 feet. 

DUNHAM: You don •t n:ean shore water? 5 

6 DONALDSON: Not shore water, no. I ~an open ocean 

7 water. 

8 WYCKOFF: I'm sorry• What do the numbers represent? 

9 But then the lines? Okay, they are contour lines. 

10 DONALDSON: Tb!y are contour lines, distribution 

ll lines. These are the planktons that do migrate up and down. 

12 This is plankton that waa collected through ·the entire mixing 
} 

13 layer. So this showa that there is this distribution out 

14 on the sites with a concentration closer to the island as 

15 it ts coming from a point source driving out into the sea. 

16 UPI'ON: How long after detonation were these ~asure-

17 ioonts uade? 

18 DONALDSON: I will have to go back and look at the 

19 original. But this is juet sona week3 at most. That •s one 

20 o£. ·the tee ta, but out of the fami1y of curves I juet picked 

21 an illustration. 

22 UPrON: I see • 

23 BUSTAD: But loweI'I.. than that in spite of these high 

2i. levels, incidently, these three in the fish, the only damage 

25 that wae obaerved in the fish from the radionucleides was in 

26 the thyroid, wasn•t it? 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

DONALDSON: Yes. 

BUSTAD: Even though it was, as. you pointed cut, .rr.ar..i-

resting a high concentration of water, it certainly was in the 

herb1.vorous fish. c: 
q) 

DONALDSON: Yes. ~ :5 
~ (.) 
u:l 

BUSTAD: 

that of Board~an? 

Novi, do you have any later results than J2 ~ 
~o 

I think you lined him up to co~e out and ii523 
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study these and he did describe pretty serious thyroid dar.-.age 

in sorre of these fish. 

DONALDSON: Yes. 

BUSTAD: Have you run across any fish in later tirr.es 

1n your collections that might have manifested thyroid neo-

plasma, sey? 

DONALDSON: I think so. 

BUSTAD: Because the stage was set for it, sort of. 

OONALOOON: Yes,. the stage baa been set. 

BUSTAD: or couldn't they compete? That •s it? 

DONALDSON: We have looked dlligentJ.y over the 

years but we haven •t actually seen nor found. fish that we 
} 

could say- was spec1f:1.cal.ly killed by thyroid '.panage or other 

radionucle 1d dauage • . Now, there 1 a a1waya the complex:1.ng 

situation here as far aa the fish are concerned. And the 

complicating one is that ilmlJ!!diately, no matter what the 

radiation levels are, no natter what the peripheral problem 

are, the cleanup squad move in alillOBt immediately and clean 

thinga up. This ~ans that a fish that is just a wee bit 

incapacitated 1s removed within minutes, at least within an 

hour or so. Sharias move :1.n and the;r acavange the place with 

a great regularity. If it isn 1t the sharkS, som! of the other 

predaceoU8 forms. So one •s chance of actually f1nd:1.ng or 

seeing a fish or an aquatic animal that has radiation damage 

would be very remote. 

AYRES: Are there any top carnivora that might 

survive, like sharkS themselves, even if they are soro:iwhat 

danaged? 

BUSTAD: The problem there as far as radioiodine 

goes is that they show the lowest concentration. They•re 

not really getting very nruch radioiodine compared to herbivor-

ous animals. 

WAHH.EN: Fer body rr.ass. 

Stafford warren 
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1 AYHES: You m=an the concentration pl::enor::ena 

2 doesn't extend right up to the top? 

3 WARREN: There isn•t very much ingested with any 

4 one fish, is what he •s saying, of the radioiodine tecause the 

5 thyroid 1s so small in terim of the body mass of the shark. 

6 AYRES: So peak concentration 1s featured in the 

7 lower forms then? 

8 BUSTAD: That•s right, and they may destroy the 

9 thyro1d or severely danage it and they shall be no radio-

10 iodine left by then. T1n:e competes with it, too. 

ll DONALDSON: There •s a big dii'ference. Th! phySi-

12 ology ot the shark 1s quite dii'ferent thail that of the bony 

AYRES: Of course. 

BUSTAD: But we have to admit, I think, that IIWlY 

16 of those fish that .Boardne.n piclc.ed up down there relatively 

l 7 early nanifested severe thyro1d dane.ge were- probably not a 

18 compromia& from the standpoint of your cleanup squad. I mean 

19 he got there before tl'i! cleanup squad. 

20 

21 

22 

DONALDSON: Yee • 

A -mBS: Are , there any turtle:s in the area? 

DONA.LDSON: Turtles are very secretive beasts. 

23 They just don rt like people about. There a:re turtles there, 

2~ true, and when the 4000 or the 5000 irembera of the teat group 

25 descend on the place, the turtles go sortewhere else. 

26 

27 

AYRES: I see. 

DONALDSON: The turtles are back at Bikini now, 

28 and I hope we can see if the Chairman will allow us to take 

29 a look at what the place looks like now. 

30 

31 

32 

33 

WARREN: One thing I think we 1ve left a little 

dangling in the discussion. You said the plankton with the 
~'-' ~-- ,;_, __ ~~- .,¥ 

diurnaJ. ~~ !he.Ie:±t,,their -Ioeation,does_,. occur in 

the atolls where tl-:.€ depths may be 200 or 250 feet or tr.ere -
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about1 as well as in the open ocean. The sh3.llow waters 

you -w-e---;i:J···<€at~g were reant to ee the shallows, weren't they, 

at dep~h.s of 15, 20, 30 feet? 

DONALDSON: Yes. It corr.es up on the shore at 

5 night. ~t's carried in the surf'ace layers and as the waves 

6 bring it up on to shore •. 

7 

8 

9 

10 

ll 

12 

13 

WARREN: And the circulation of the water in the 

atoll is downwind on the_suri'ace and when it reaches the 

other side then there 1s a return 11: the deeper currents,~:
(,.,.;.a ~ ~.J"-l '1<-'-w-Jv~ 

oeeler wa'eer and ~ ~~o'ri the ~ side. B::o: 

This is the deep c1rcul.at:1.on that you ID!!nt:1.oned. 

OONALDSON: In part • 

WARREN: 
/(, 

In part it le~ out into the ocean on 

14 the other side, too. 

15 :-· 

16 

DUNHAM: How deep is an atoll? 

DONALDSON: Most ~ them are 180, 200 feet. In a 

17 living atoll this seems to be about the growth rate. They 

18 grow into the w1nd, grow into the ea.at, since the prevailing 

19 w1nda are from the ea.st. They decay on the downw:1.nd side 

20 and the inner reef or ground more slowly. So they tend to 

21 expand out to the deeper port:1.ons of the atoll decay or the 

22 corals decay and aake the bowl shape so characteristic because 

23 of lack of food, lack of light. 

CONARD: But you get a lot of coral heads, don't 

25 you? 

26 :OONALDSON: Yes, 1'Je have localized ones. But 

27 the coral heads are so spaced that they get food produce 

28 coming in. 

29 UPTON: Lauren, our coffee is here. Would you 

30 like to break now or son:e tiire soon? 

31 

32 

33 

.rx>NALDSON: It seeir.s a logical place to break. 

UPTON: Whenever you're ready, Stafford warren 
OOEJUCLA 
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l you n:entioned of' the algae, was that like the Japanese sea....-eed 

2 which concentrates iodine entirely? Do they have that there? 

3 DONALDSON: I•m sure it exists in Japan but I 

4 don •t think they eat it. I 1 ve never seen it in the rr.arkets 

5 in Japan. 

6 ROOT: That heavy purple seaweed that has a strong 

7 iodine taste, does that exi:!t down in the coral, in these 

8 atolls? 

9 .DONALDSON: Yes. 

10 ROOT: It does? Because that 13 a naturally' high 

ll concentrated one. 

12 

13 

14 

OOlfALDSON: Yes. Why' I 1 m hesitant, there are so 

~ 
many algae • 

ROOT: I was wondering whether the one you o:entioned 

15 was the one? 

16 DONALDSON: If' I recall correctly, there are soma 

17 63 spacies at Bik:1.n1. alone. M:Uly of them a.re· varioua shades 

18 of purple and red. 

19 

20 

21 

ROOT: These would be the naturally high iodine 

concentrated. 

DONALDSON: Yes, within this whole group there are 

22 th03e that captivate much more spac1£1cally than others and 

23 I think that it's this lack of un1.formity that we have to 

2- guard against, not saying all algae do this and an fish do 

2 5 this and all corals do this ; that all plants do such and such. 

26 And thil is why I hesitate to do like this I put on the black-

27 board. Iand plants with a term like thi:!, because it 1s self-

28 def'eating to do this sort of thing because you lose an the 

29 understanding that pan- te gained by looking at the variety of 

30 pararr.eters that are available to you. 

31 AYRES: You have indicated that maganese and cobalt 

32 are both taken up preferentially in sea water, which would 

33 suggest surely that they are unduly scarce, Isn 1 t that the 

Stafford Warren.,?_r
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1 implication you dra;; from that, that the requirer::ents are 

2 greater than the supplies? 

3 

4 

- DONALDSON: Yes. 

AYRES: And yet we have manganese and cobalt nodules 

5 forming son:ehow, which suggests a mystery. 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

ll 

12 

13 

DONALDSON: Yes. 

WARREN: I thinlc there rs one thing you haven 1 t 

J-rL-•.~ 
touched on which ought to be put into the record. and that 

Jilr you said, when you finished up at Bikini.P that it wa.a very 

fortunate that you had made prior st'Udiea becauae the~~ 
rate Pf' the genet:1.c ~ going on in this population waa 

much h:1.gher than had been suspected and :1.t might have been 
~ ' ... ~....,.,...""'-.._ . ~. V ~ tt8 the rad:1.ation later :1.f it had not been found ~1g;p-

14 .t e bha t. Ia tha.t stUl your concept, that norrtally the genetic 

15 change going on in these atolls is quite high? 

16 

17 

18 

DONALDSON: Again it's a relative sort of thing. 

It's like saying, "What's the yardaticlc of comparison with 

the Japamae s:1.tuation?" The change in the biota may not or 

1 9 may be great. I thinlc we have to go back to the flora where 

20 we· have fairJ.y definite anchored thinga that we could look at. 

21 I would like to re!'er this queat:1.on to nr. Wolfe here. A!'ter 

22 all, he was the botanist-ecologist here. 

23 WARRJIN: Well, I thought :maiJ..s were particularly 

24 demonstrating this change. 

25 

26 

DONALDSON: I don• t know. 

UPl'ON: I suggest we b:·eak now and coire back to 

27 this question after coffee. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

WARREN: All right. 

[After coffee break] 

BRUES: Lauren, you were talking about the concen-

tration of some of these e1en:ents in particular, plants and, 

of course, you can tell this with these traces that are 

essentially clear.ea out of the ocean by living things? We 
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l see this in fresh water situations. If you throw a little p32 

2 into a pond, it all disappears into living ~atter. In fact, 

3 that •s probably a major limiting factor, I suppose, in how 

~ much will grow. Does this hapi:;en in the ocean or is there 

5 plenty of a11 the elements to go around? 

6 DONALDSON: I 1 m sure that there are plenty of 

7 elerr.ents in the ocean, but are they available? And ti'~you 

8 suddenly nake nany essential, biologically essential, avail-

9 able, of course, they are blotted up. ~ybe we can UlSe the 

10 same illustrat:1.on with that o£ my phot~ph that we pre-

11 sented a wh:1.le ago 1n thi.ls caae were the giant colUJllD end was 

12 standing up a.ga:1.nst th:1.s one detonation o£ the north region 

13 at Eniwetok. The fallout o£ thi.ls cue right across the north-

1~ western edge of the atoll. We dubbed th:1.a shot "the nanure 

15 - · spreader" shot and this was rather popularly used 1n the test 

16 group, for in nak1ng the reconnaissance sweeps over the atoll. 

17 there was a band inside the atol.l o£ brilliant green, just a 

18 brlll.1ant green. But iI!llli!diately you had--you can fly from 

19 the reJ.at:1.vely blue waters of the lagoon over this green band 

20 that persisted for several days and immediately the radiation 

21 :1.nstrwmnta would Jump several orders of nagnitude. Well., it 

22 was quite obvious the thing that happened. That is, the de ton-

23 ation had burned a good deal of the cal.cium carbonate, just to 

2\ take one el.ement. It converted the cal.cium carbonate into 

25 an oxide. The oxide had dropped 1n the waters as hydroxide. 

26 Being soluble, it was picked up in the explosion of plant 

27 growth. But there are other elelD!!lnts involved in this, too. 

28 In other words, a nutritive tredia dropped in the sea had 

29 stimulated a very great growth, but 1n this were the direct 

30 rr.aterials, 1f you want a good sample, biased trerrendously, 

31 this was the place to go get them. One could get a concen-

32 

33 

tration of radiation tied up in this form. Staftord Warren 
DOE/UCLA ,)f 

Well, you can carry this still further in the early 
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l days of planning at Hanford the cooling ponds v;ere--therrral 

2 coolers, as we origi:ially designed them. You ren:ember, Dr. 

3 Warren, -when we used to sit there and hang on to our hats 

~ to keep them from going away from tr..e pressure. But these 

5 steaming vats had tren:endous algae growths around the edge, 

6 and they still do. They in turn absorbed--and there was 

7 very serious consideration given at that tirre of "we 1 11 

8 simply coll.ect these plant growths and put them so!l'2 place 

9 because they blot up the radiation very nicely." 

10 EISENBUD: Lauren, iron-!;3 is an interesting nucleide • 

• ll I wonder have you looked for iron-55 in the fish over the 

12 atoll? 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

DONALDSON: Yes. . 
EISENBUD: Have you found evidence of concentration? 

DONALDSON: Yes. In fact, it 1 s the No. 1. 

EISENBUD: I would think so, yes. 

DONALDSON: Yes. 

DUNHAM: My recollection from a visit to Bermuda 

19 a few ;years ago is that one of the marine scientists there 

20 said that iron avail.ability in the waters around there was 

21 the limiting factor in p!rhape the whole food chain inasmuch 

22 as one the key algae coul.dll 1t go farther than the amount of 

23 iron availabl.e. 

25 factor? 

26 

27 

AYRES: You !1'2an phosphorus was not the limiting 

DUNHAM: Iron. 

EISENBUD: We f'ound, in studies of our own staff in 

28 the laboratory, that some of our ladies who eat tuna fish a 

29 few tin:es a week have blood levels of iron-55 that are about 

30 ten tin:es higher than the rest of the staff. This led us to 

31 look at the Pacif'ic tuna, which I think was done independently 

32 by the Hanford people, and they can:e to the sarr.e conclusion, 

33 that it was iron-55 from the fallout. Stafford Warren 
DOE/UCLA 30 
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l DONALDSON: Yes. Did you see cobalt? 

2 EISENBUD: Cobalt-60? We haven 1 t seen it. In fact, 

3 it isn't- there. I.f it was there we would have seen it. 

4 TAYLOR: Is there any persistent biological sign 

5 still at Bikini or Eniwetok of the testing in the aquatic part 

6 of the environm!nt, either in the plants or in the fish? I 

7 !!2an if you went out there now and didn't use radiation !ll!asur-

8 ing i.nStru!l2nts, but simpJ.y looked at the plants and the 

9 fish and the birds, would you exp!ct to be able to tell that 

10 there had been th13 very intemive exposure of the area to • 
ll radiation? 

12 AYRES: Without radiochemical mea.na? 

13 TAYLOR: Without radiochemical iteana; just by ex-

lli- am1n1ng the planta and anillals? 

lS OONALDSON: May I not answer, of course, but just 

16 postpone it unt1l we have a look? 

17 

18 

TAYLOR: Yes. 

DONALDSON: Becauae I th.1.nk it wUl be more obvious 

19 when • look at the f'ilm, with the co-chairnan 1a and our 

20 host's p!rmi.Sa1on, which I should 11ke to show later on. The 

21 anawer 13---

22 

23 

2~ 

25 

26 

TAYLOR: I guess the aruswer 13 yea. 

DONALDSON: The anawe r 13 tha. t you do not see it • 

FREMONl'-SMITH: The answer is no. 

OONALDSON: That you do not see evidence of it. 

FREMONT-SMITH: I'm glad you gave the answer because 

27 the tine to give an answer to a question is at the time it 1s 

28 asked and not postpone it, although it's nice to cone back to 

29 it again later and say---

30 

31 

32 

33 

DONALDSON: Thank you. 

WARREN: Well, on Miller Island where the blast was---

DONALDSON: There 1 s radiation, Dr. Warren .Stafford Warren, 
DOEJUCLA 5! 

TAYLOR: Yes. I was thinking specificaUr of 
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26 
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aquatic lti'e because the surface you said in places where the 

surface has really teen completely sterilized, there has been 

a change-, I gather, in the surface of the islands. 

DONALDSON: Sure. There were very definite changes. 

CONARD: There 1 s sons question as to whether soire 

of the trees, the coconut trees and the other plants on.. the 

northern plains of Rongelap do not show soma signs of genetic 

effects. There are aorm two-crcwDed coccn~t trees aDd this sort 

of thing, but it 'a questionable aa to whether this is really 

a radiation ei'.t'ect or whether it's due fio the heredity of that 

part o!' the atoll, and it haan •t 'been settled. 

WOLFB: We had Somlt guy who worked: up a monograph .. 
on those coconut trees. l 

CONARD: Fosberg? 

WOLFE: No, not Fosberg. I don't 1arow his name. 

And this double crowning--he even got a coconut tree in one 

place with 51 of these crowns and there hadn 1 1:; been detonation 

around that. So this could coim about maybe with a butcher 

kni!'e ~ cutting art the terminal bud; I don't know. It might 

hav,e been caused by radiation, but I don't th1nlc that you can 

say that it was cauaed by radiation. 

CONARD: Yea. 

WARREN: Weren •t there some broad stem1S, flat stems, 

1n Eni:we tole? 

OONALDSON: Yea. 

WABR.EN: That you were wondering about the neutron 

effects? 

DONALDSON: Well, we have recorded over the years 

a number of varients on the normal, particularly among the 

plants. Whether this is induced somitic variation or whether 

it's inherent we don rt see them now. We 1 ve gone back to the l J 
:> 

san:e place. They have either died, were unable to survive. ;JiiJ 
~g 

Of course, we do see variations, but we at one tirr:e--- ;-;:;: :; -... __,..:;:_ 
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1 Dr. St, John counted as r.any as 23 varients on one island 

2 from the normal. But these have not teen reproducible in the 

3 laboratory. 

4 WOLFE: In answer to that, that flattening of the 

5 stems, that's called fasciation. And that's not an uncommon 

6 thing. You can find it in all of the vascular plants 1f you 

7 look long enough, and I've seen it mostly in the composites 

8 and it has nothing to do with_rad1ation. 

9 WARREN: What 1s it d1J9 to, do you know? 

10 WOLFE: It can reaul.t from inaect bite or gall or 

• ll somatim!s th9re •e no obvious answer. You can't attr:tbute it 

12 to an imlect; :1.t llBY be due to some aanage at: th! stem, th9 

13 growing tip where you don't get the radial deyelopment and 

l!J it n.a.tterus out. I think this can be brought'' about. But it 

15 · al.so occurs na.turalJ.y. 

16 WARREN: Would nutritional acceleration or accelera-

17 tion from excess nutritional factors produce it? 

18 WOLFE: I don 1t know. 

19 WARREN: . I•ve got a cucumber plant that's about 30 

20 feet long and the ste!ll! show this and I wOlldered ll' they had 

21 been expoeing the seeds to neutrODS to produce the new variety? 

22 It rs a lemon variety which 1a quite ummual. 

23 FREMONl'-SMITH: It waa juat exposed to you, Stai'!', 

2- that was it! [I.aughter] 

25 

26 

BRUES: That 1s thl! calll'ornia climate! 

WOLFE: I would not say radiation could not cause 

27 it but I would also point out that it could be caused by 

28 other thing3. 

29 WARREN: Three inch.es wide and about a half-inch 

30 thick in a cucumber plant is quite large. 

31 

32 

WOLFE: Yes. 

MILLER: Dr • .Donaldson, what is the minimum study 

33 that would reveal in other organis~~ than man that the 

Stafford Warren 
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radiation had taX:en place? What is the mini::r.i:::i stt:dy th3.t 

will reveal the radiation experience? 

.SONALDSON: I don •t know hO\'i to ans1'ier it. 

CONARD: I was talking to a botanist and he thought 

it would oe worth while to study son:e or the pollen rrom the 

coconut trees on sons or the island atolls and he thought, 

I believe, by chromosomal aberrations and this sort of' thing 

that he could detect :i;iers1st1ng radiation dana.ge, and I would 

think that this would be a fa:Lr1y simple study that could be 

done. 

• MILLER: But it hasn't been. 

CONARD: Maybe Schull mi.ght have something to add. 

SCHULL: You know, the Indians have done sorr.ething 

along this line 1n the palms associated with, CarUla and they 

do report a highl!r frequency o£ chromosomal abnorma.lties 1n 

the pa.l.m trees that grow 1n the strip than those that grow 

rarther away. But it seems to n:e that when everyone begins 

to talk about the genetic problem, you can approach this aa 

an either-or situation. There are, so rar as we now know,no 

unique yardsticks of radiation aam!l.ge and therefore you ult1-

mate1y are caat 1n the role of trying to show a dose depen-

dence and 1f you can't get vari.a.bUity 1n the doses tha.t you 

can recognize, th.en you have no m!arut to get at the problem. 

There •s an obeervat1on here that r think 1s relevant 

to what Dr. Taylor, the question that he asked. In 1950 or 

1951--I think it was probably 1950--Yimashita Cosko, who 

1s a Japanese cytogenetist at Kyoto U'liversity did a fairly 

extensive study 1n Hiroah1ma on the distribution of abnormal 

forms of cosmos which 1s a little garden plant and they could 

show a definite correlation between the frequency of aberrant 

forms of this plant and distance from ground zero. So that 

it diminished as one went outward although the very things ---

TAYLOR: Just looking at r;eople 1s gardens? 

Stattord warre~(t 
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SCHULL: Essentially that. In Japan it grows along 

the roadside in many areas or did then. The very count that 

he was ma.king, though, ;;as a situation that you find these 

acerrar.t fo:nr.a all over Japan but it was the frequency and its 

relationship to growth that is the real key, and I think that 

this would be typical in B:Lkini or Eniwetok because you prob-

ably don •t have enough known about the gradient in dose so 

th.at you coul.d make any kind of strong state!l2nt to show that 

the frequency is varying a.a the dose :1.s varying. 

CONARD: You would have quite a gradient on Rongelap, 

2300 on the north island as compared to 265 on the soutbi!lm 

islands. That 1s qW.te a gradient. 

UPTON: But in point of fact no ne&f'urel'.IJ!!nta of this 

kind have been naae to date? 

CONARD: So far as I knoti, they haven't. 

EISENBUD: These are not high doses compared to what 

can be obtained in these areas of natura.l rad:1.oactivity. For 

example, 1n Brazil the ambient levels f'rom external radiation 

are about 3 mrp i;.er hour downwards to normal levels, and this 

is about 12 r i;.er year. So that 1n 100 years you have 1200 

rads• PreSUJISbJ.7 SOlll!I of those forms have been there much 

longer. And then 1f you su~rimpose on that the dose from 

the internal, which is, incidentally, very hard to calculate 

because they are alpha-betas and the location and relation or 

the genetic naterial hasn't been worked out yet, the internal 

dose is presumably much higher so that I think that there are 

probably situations in nature where this kind of a situation 

could be obtained if one wanted to. 

FREMONT-SMITE: Dr. Taylor, you just wanted to say 

s oirething. 

TAYLOR: It just occurred to n:e that there 1s a mass 

of data sitting there at Rongelap waiting to be gathered and 

looked at. Stafford Warren 
00EJUCLA ?,,.... 
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1 FREMO:..'T-SMITH: He 111 have to plant sorr;e cosmos 

2 in there. 

3 TAYLOR: No. Just observe what's there. As long as 

4 the dose levels are reasonably well knmm, and I 1 m not sure 

5 from the conversation whether they are really well kno~m or 

6 not. Do :people agree that the dose levels at Rongelap have 

7 been normal within a factor of, say, one and a half, the total 

8 dose? 

9 CONARD: I would think so, Judging from the dose 

10 calculationa and the heIIS.tological responaes of the :people, 

• 11 that we•re not too far off. 

12 AYRES: With a position of 50 per _cent you ought to 

l 3 be all right • 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

TAYLOR: That 1s the trick. 

ROOT: I would th.ink that there would be a consider-

able difference 1n the Rongelap naterial, too, than the Brazil 

because th.at would be cumuJ.ative and you would have no control 

from ground zero before they were expoaed, whereas here you 

would have the sudden exposure to whatever it was, 2300 rad 

and would have your before-and-after picture. So I would 

th1nk th13 would be terribly important mter1al to have. 

EISENBUO: one problem that's crop:i;:ed up 1n Brazil 

which hasn't been solved that might be :i;:ertinent here 13 the 

fact that it 1 s hard to tell where these chromosomals coll1!! 

25 from. You take a sample of a plant and it's easy to calculate 

26 the somatic dose becaU3e presumably the plant has been there 

27 for its life. But what the dose 1s at the gene tn:e of that 

28 

29 

30 

plant 13 very hard to calculate because it goes back presum-

ably many thousands of years and maybe this plant came from 

a seed which was dropi:;ed by a bird two months ago and picked 

31 up ten miles away. And I suppose to sorr.e extent this would 

32 be true in Rongelap where your coconuts tend to drift around. 

33 I don rt know what the rr.ean distance transversed by a cosmos 

Stafford Warren 
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l pollen is, but this would even have to t:e considered 1n 

2 Hiroshima. In Hiroshima it certainly must be a large dis-

3 tance in relation to tre radiation gradient in Hiroshima over 

4 a ten-year period. 

5 WARREN: Looking at aerial photographS of this 

6 Brazil site, though, you don 1 t see any change in the foliage 

7 when you coll2 over the roll.ing country up to the edge of this. 

8 EISENBUD: There are -differences in the radio-

9 acti~ity part due to the fact that there are al.so chemical 

10 changes associated with tha mountaim wh1ch in turn give rue 

ll to the fact that 1t 's radioactive and these chemical. changes 

12 

13 

14 

15 ~. 

16 

17 

pres\UD&bly are important. Thia 1s anothar factor that has to 

be considered. 

WAruiEN: l!es, it 1.a. 

EISENBUD: Yes. 

·. 

WARREN: Is that a volcanic cone or th:l.:3 ---

EISENBUD: Itis a volcanic cone with an a1kal.ine 

18 1ntruaion in the center. The aJ.ks.line intrusion is where the 

l 9 ma1.n radie&ctivity gebs about, a couple or ~ollJ!ters across, 

20 about 300 meters high above three ---

21 WOLFE: Is it active? 

22 EISENBUD: It was ma.ny, many thousands of years ago 

23 but not 1n hiatoric tim!s. This was a major volcanic eruption. 

2i. The cone 1s about 50 k1l.om!ters in dialll!ter and within the 

25 center of' it 1s an alkaline intrusion which is just a knob 

26 which brought up a lot or rare earth minerals associated with 

27 thorium, and this is a few kilon;eters across and this is where 

28 the work is going on • 

WOLFE: I haven•t seen it. 

WARREN: I•ve only read it. You don 1t run sheep on 
) 

j :5 
:;; CJ 
-e ffi 

this because there •s no grass or enough foliage? 

EISENBERG: No, that 1s not so. In fact, the cows 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
~8 

graze on it and itts part of a grazing land and there 1 s eno~&h u; 
3i 
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1 grass on it, 

2 WARREN: very interesting. 

3 DONALDSON: \ve 1 ve purposely omitted one of the prirr.e 

4 areas of interest in the over-all environrr:ent and Bob has sorr.e 

5 data on the whole-body burden of the Rongelap people that we 

6 might bring in now, with your permission. 

7 CONARD: Well, yesterday I ~ntioned that after 

8 about six months, a year or tw_o, the body· burdens of the 

9 Rongelap peopJ.e dropped down to barely detectable levels and 

10 by the time they were moving back to Range lap he couldn 1t tell 

• ll the dit:ference between the comparison o! unexposed people am 

12 the exposed people, the level of body burden. Aa soon as they 

13 got back to Rongelap, however, there wu a :t;tther sudden and 

14 marked increase in their body burden because· o:t: the residual. 

15 contamination on the Island. Thia cam!! about primarily through 

16 eating pandanus, which had sorte strontium-90 and cesium-137 

17 and, strangely enough, from eating fish, the zinc-65 in the 

18 fish, as Lauren pointed out, got in the people since fish 1B 

19 one oi: their na:inatays in their diet and we then were abJ.e 

20 to get a whol.e-body coU1Jter out to Rongelap. The first one 

21 was a big monster that weighed about 21 tons and that was a 

22 real endeavor to get that thing out on Rongelap Island, but 

23 we did. We f1Zlall.Y gave that to the Navy and had to get 

24 another one. So we wound up by using a shatter shield type, 

25 more portable type of whole-body counter consisting of lead 

26 brick. 

27 The first slide will give you an idea of what that 

28 looks like. 

29 UPTON: Were the fish levels higher in the Rongelap 

30 area than in the area to which the :natives had been evacuated? 

31 

32 ritajuro. 

33 

DONALDSON: Yes. There was no fallout down at 

CONARD: They were in a relatively clea1St~ffo~dWarren 

OOEJUC~ J;? 
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l They were down at r:ajuro, 400 miles to the south. 

2 UPTON: The fish then continued to be more active 

3 in the Rongelap area over the passage of ye:::.rs. 

4 CONARD: Right. That was a three-year period up 

5 untiJ. the 1r return. 

6 

7 

8 zinc-65. 

9 

10 

ll 

12 

13 

14 

UPI'ON: Yes • 

CONARD: And the fish were still quite active with 

UPTON: These are marine fish? 

CONARD: Yea. 

DONALDSON: There's no f:resh~ter. 

UP!'ON: The lagoozf 1.s a marine lagoon. 

CONARD: Yea. It •a salt water. 

FREMONI'-SMITH: These are .f1.sh that stay 1n the 

15 _ lagoon. They were not going in and out of the ocean. 

16 DONALDSON: Both. Both populations ex:Lst there. 

17 The residual f1.sh that live 1n the lagoon are there but there •s 

18 also tuna f'iah that are uaed. 

19 FREMONT-SMITH: Which were the ones that were pr:!.-

20 mariJ.7 responsible for the increased body burden, do you know? 

21 CONARD: I reall.Y don •t. They ate all kinds o£ 

22 fish. 

23 FREllDNl'-SMITH: I nsan do you presulll9 that the ocean 

2i. fish 1n tha.t area still carried the heavy? 

25 

26 

CONARD: Lauren, it was maybe lagoon f1sh, wasn•t it? 

DONALDSON: The ocean f'ish are essentially carnivores 

27 and the lagoon f'ish are herbivores and you imiredia.tely fraction-

28 ate on this baa is alone, that 1s, the food chain is different. 

29 

30 

FREMONI'-SMITH: Yea. 

DONALDSON: And as you go up the thing looks again 

31 as if you dilute it. 

32 

33 

FREMONT-SMITH: 

responsible obviously. 

So it was the heroivore that was 

Stafford Warren 
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1 DONALDSON: The herbivore are obviously the test 

2 concentrate rs. 

3 CONARD: The next slide I think shows a s;ectograph 

4 of what you get from the whole-body count, showing the com-

5 pars ion of _1957 and 1959. In March, 1957, shortly after they 

6 had con:e back showing an increase, the first peak eeing 

7 cesium-137 and the second peak is zinc-65. We carried out 

8 these whole-body counts over the years since they've been 

9 back on the Island and I can now review very briefly what 1s 

10 happened 1n the way o!' the body burden ot these isotopes. 

ll The next slide, pleaae. Thi.S•is a histogram that 

12 shows the changes over the years. The !'irst 1954 data there 

13 shows the higher levels, ot course, connected, with the 1nit1aJ. , t 
14 contamination.and then up until 1957 their body burdens re-

15 duce practically to zero and then you see on their return to 

16 Rongelap the increase in cesium and zinc and strontium-90, 

17 o!' course,also began to appear, and this had to be detected 

18 not by whole-body counting but by urinalyses, radiochemical. 

19 anaJ.yses ot the urine • 

20 The levels reached a p!ak about 1961 or so az:id· be-

21 yond that time they have seemed to be at equilibrium with the 

22 environmental levels or the isotope. Cesium, ror instance, 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

peaked at about a little less than one microcurie or body 

burden, which is not high, but it represents about 300 times 

the level of those of us in the medical team that were counted. 

Since that tillJ! it seems to have rena1ned !'airly constant. 

In other words, they are taking in just about as much as they 

are putting out. 

In regard to the zinc, it reached a peak at about the 

sa!ll! ti!ll! that the cesium did but suddenly within one year's 

tine it dropped to about 1/10 the previous year's value, and 

I wonder, Lauren, do you have any co~.n:ent on that as to why 

33 we had this sudden drop in zinc-65 in the people? Was 
Stafford Warre-;i 
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l son:ething hapr:enirig to the fish then that caused this sudden 

2 change? 

3 

4 

DONALDSON: When did they get rice? 

CONARD: They had been eating rice pretty nruch all 

5 along. 

6 DONALDSON: Their food ha.bits can change rather 

7 drastically and greatly. 

8 DUNH!lM: There wasn •t a difference in your counter 

9 at that point? 

10 

ll 

12 

13 

1~ 

15 

16 

17 

FREMONl'-SMI.TH: Don tt suggea~ that? 

ELSENBUD: What is the hal.f-lll'e of zinc-65? I 

should know, but I don•t remember. 
-. 
' 

DONALDSON: 2.6 years isn't it? so=th1ng of that 

order of magnitUde. 

CONARD: But that wouldn't account for a sudden 

change? 

DONALDSON: If I rem!mber the data correctly--and 

I would have to look it up. I have it here, but essentially 

there ha.a been no drast:1.c change 1n any incidence in the 

usually expected declines that have gone on. r.tlybe 1f' they 

have changed their habits not only in eating fish but in 

eating birds; if they 1ve had expeditions to the north is-land 

and con:e back with lots of birds, that would increase it. 

FREMONl'-SMITR: Did you do any cultures of white 

cells on these people? 

CONARD: For chromosomal abberat1ons. At ten years 

we had quit;e a few cultures, about 40 cultures. 

FREMONT-SMITH: Did they show anything out of the 

uaual? 

CONARD: They showed persisting aberration, low 

levels of aberration. 

FREMONI'-SMITH: More than other :i;:eople would have? 

CONARD: More than the control. They were compared 
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l \"1ith the controlled unexposed population. 

2 EISENBUD: I think it should be emphasized that 

3 those doses that you are shoviing on the board, v1hen trans-

4 lated into dose units, are just a couple of hundred milli-

5 grams. 

6 CONARD: I was going to get around to that in a 

7 minute. 

8 EISENBUD: Sorry-, I didn't n:ean to anticipate. 

9 CONARD: Then another isotoi:e that was found was 

10 cobalt-60 to som extent, which is about l/10 the single 

ll level. We haven it seen any iron-55 in the paople but we 

12 haV()D 't done---

13 

14 

15 - . 

16 

EISENBUD: Any what? Have you looked for it? 

CONARD: Not spac1i'1cally, no, but we haven't had 

whole-body counta now in a couple of years. 

EISENBUD: You can 1 t do it with whole -body counting. 

17 It decays by internal conversion and gives you an electron.,.--

18 CONARD: M:i.ybe we 111 pick it up in the urine. 

19 EISENBUD: No. Sample blood. Maybe you have some 

20 in your laboratory. What you do is separate out the iron-55 

21 and look at it with a thin crystal.. 

22 DONALDSON: Yes. 

23 EISENBUD: It should be very interesting in that 

2i. group to see what the iron-55 level is. Iron-55 is an inter-

25 esting isotope. It ts been neglected up till now because the 

26 emiSsion is a 6 Kev. electron which has a rank of ony one 

27 micron 1n tissue and it 1 s t:een generally ignored. But iron 

28 goes to very small volu~s of tissue. Spacli'ically it tends 

29 to concentrate in these little globules and you get a very 

30 high dose there because essentially all or the range of the 

31 iron-55 electron is comparable with the diarr.eter of the 

32 

33 

Stafford Warran 
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1 showed chromosomal changes, too? 

2 CONARD: They showed some peculiar chromosomal 

3 changes_that we haven't been able yet to understand, chroma-

4 somal breakages. They show about as many brealcages of chrorno-

5 son:e as to- the exposed people. But I was referring to the more 

6 spec1.t'1c rad1at1on-1nduced ty:pes o£ aberrations such as di-

7 centrics and ring for'll'll5 that occurred. 

8 AYRES: May I ask about the zinc. How 1s that 

9 taken up and where 1s it stored in the body? Is that taken 

10 up as zinc or 1s :1.t surrogate to something else? • 
11 CONARD: I reall,y don't know. I know it gets into 

12 the C>odyand 1s fairly well diatributed, as I recall it. 

13 IANGHAM: It 1s concentrates in the epithelial 

14 t:tssues. The. hair 1s very high, the skin 1s high. 

15 

16 

17 

high. 

CONARD: The prostate I bel1eve 1s very fairJ.y 

IAIDHAM: The prostate and pancreas. There 1s zinc 

18 exudated. The skin and the hair, :1!' you calculate the total 

19 amotmt 1n the body, the majority o£ it would be percentagew1Be 

2 0 in this skin • 

21 BRUBS: It looked to me as :1!' the cesium levelS were 

22 rena1ning rather constant 1n these peo¢e. I think that 1s 

23 renarkable. It turns over with a hali'-time of three month:J 

2~ or so in man. So they ll!U8t be 1n essentially a closed env1ron-

25 ment without cesium dri.ft1ng or blowing out o£ :1.t. 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

CONARD: That 1s so. And I think, as Lauren pointed 

out, the fact that this material is sticking in the upper 

layer of the soil and not being dispersed, being diluted in 

soil, so to speak, rreans th.at for a long titre probably we'll 

have levels tr.at can be detectable. 

WARREN: It •s interesting that the tropical rains 

don't leach it downwards. It•s 1ut:tnest;112g tha.t.....tl:le ~l 

-ti~' ~~ ·-~· ,J~ 
rai:ns 11!1ich t;hey have woa1d- produce quite a bit of wa~er to 
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l leach this down into the soil. Is it complex and fi..~ed? 

2 DONA.LDSON: It dcesn 1 t leach to any degree. It 

3 stays pretty well fixed. 

4 1.IOLFE: It 1s accumulated in the algae in that 

5 upper layer, isn 1 t it? That is as that radioautograph shows. 

6 DONALDSON: Yes. 

7 WOLFE: And the algae are only in about the upper 

8 end, Below that it 1s apparently too dark. 

9 CASAREI'l': M:iybe we can ask the sal!J!! question about 

10 nan as we 'jlJBt did about other orga.nis.. What mineral 

ll studies could be done to show that they had this radiation 

12 exposure, and so far it seems that the cesium-137 would re-

13 veal the exposure. Cytogenetic studies do. The thyroid 

14. · studies do in two ways 'by nodules or ablation and the beta 

15 burns, the scar are dep1gn;entation, or the nevi, Does this 

16 give soire clues as to what nay be looked for in aninals or 

17 plants? For example, where are these radioactive isotopes 

18 concentrated 1n the tis.sue of birds or plants? The cyto-

l9 genetic.a has already been lli!ntioned • 

20 Does this give soe clues from man who can be strudied 

21 1n greater detail as to where you might look 1n other organ-

22 isms? 

23 CONARD: This is going backwards, isn•t? We ire 

2.IJ usually trying to extrapolate from animals to man and now 

25 we 1 re going backwards. 

26 

27 

28 

CASARETT: You can do it both ways. 

CONARD: I suppose there would be son:e correlation 

here • It would de pend on the animal. We hadn't thought 

29 about it. 

30 

31 

32 

TAYLOR : Is the re any animal study that c orre la tes 

with the observation of malformations of human children that 

were in the fetal state two or three months or so when the 

33 irradiation took place? Is there any animal counterpart of 
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l that that 1s teen seen in any of ihe bomb test irradiation? 

2 MILLER: Not in the wild state but in the labora-

3 tory aninal certainly, 

4 TAYLOR: How about fish, for example? ilhen the fish 

5 are irradiated when they are developing eggs, do the eggs 

6 lose their fertility like that? 

7 DONALDSON: You can go the whole gamut. The chronic 

8 exposure over long periods or tlil:e and pick a level, a hal:f-

9 hour per day for 100 days or total exposure at 50 roentgens 

10 and follow them through several generat1ins, and instead or 

ll finding a da.uaging eftect you tl.Dd a stimu1a.t1ng eftect. 

12 Double the dose, and the same sort ot thing happens. Or double 

13 it again and I'll give you the answer 1n pa.rt tomorrow. I'll 

14 be a m1dw:U'e toll'lOrrow while you•re enjoying yourselves here. 

15 -- But we 111 have several h\llldred ti:sh coming back from the sea 

16 tr.at have had th.13 experience. 

17 

18 

19 

FREMONI'-SM.ITH: These are salmon? 

.DONALDSON: Yes. 

FREMONT-SMITH: I thought there might be somebody 

20 that would know it. 

21 OONALDSON: They're the only ones that actual.ly 

22 com! hom! to us from the sea • 

23 

21t. 

25 

26 

FREM:>NT-SM.ITH: They are bigger and better aa a 

result o£ the radiation? 

.DONALDSON: Yes • 

DUNHll.M: Are they all or a.re they se1ected? You 

27 still are losing 90 or 99 per cent of them. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

DONALDSON: Yes. The survival is better---

DUNHAM: It•s the ones that cotre back that are 

bigger and better. 

FREMONT-SMITH: Do you lose 90 or 99 per cent? Is 

that right? 

DONALDSON: rtctually the normal exp:cted mortality 
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1 in the sea of salmon is in excess of 90 per cent and these 

2 go through about that sar.:e experience plus or minus half a 

3 per cent. We have controls going along, but the survival are 

4 the irradiated up to--we have the information back at 1.5 r 

5 :i:er day for 100 days during the embryonic period as their 

6 survival, coming back from the sea, is greater than a like 

7 control group. We use siblings in either case. 

8 FREMONT-SMITH: So that is really as 1f you had 

9 benefited the fish by radiation •. 

10 

ll 

12 

13 

DONALDSON: Yes. 

UPI'ON: How about the hatchltry? 

DONALDSON: Better • Fairly a 1gn1.r leant • 

EISENBUD: Do the salmon say the uriivers1ty is 

1'J always here? [ :ta.ughter] 

15 -

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

DONALDSON: They don't Illloke mistakes! .I wish I 

had students as smart as those fish. 
~ ,.,-! .... ~ 

WARREN: I think.A this J.a-a...point that- Lauren has 

found tMt-- is of great s1gn:U'1cance 1n this whole story of 

rad:1a.t:1on exposure and yet it •s been sort or ignored. 

FREMONT-SMITH: It' a againat the dogma.. 

WARREN: It •a against the dogms.. 

FREMONT-SMITH: Not just ignored. It •s subnarged, 

23 1t •s surpressed. 

HARREN: I've examined this with great interest for 

25 years since he first had this finding. 

26 DONALDSON: Let•s get the record straight. I'm 

27 st1J.1 under---

WARREN: He's still exploring. 

DONALDSON: ••• under the initial directive that I 

received it must be done over many years and it must be done 

in the complete environirent. In other words, the fish nrust a 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

be exposed during the tirr:e that they would be, say, comnarable ~ ij! . § 16 
with the E3.nford Works and you must follm-1 them out where th <ft 
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they must co::ir;ete in the or;en environrr,ent ar:d you must :i.:; 

soo:e way get your hands on them again so that all systems 

have to be or;erative. In other words, you r.:ust not sin:ply 

say because, well, they didn 1 t die in the first 90 days or 

20 days or the first year or som=thing, that there 1s no im-

portance to it. So in doing this I have very naively told 

Dr. \Iarren', let's see, 24 years ago, that, yes, we can do 

thl.3. Hell, I didn •t realize that it would take n:e 24 years 

to get an answer, but that 1s about where we are now. 

FREMONl'-SMITH: You're going to telephone tomorrow 

a!'ternoon and tell ua what the answr 1.3? 

DONALDSON: one step of the answer. 

FREK>Nr-SMITH: But go ahead, Staft'. You were goin 

to coim:ent. f 

WARREN: I th:ink this 1a very significant aild I 

th1nlc. a great deal. of credit is owed to the AEC :oiv1.31on of 

Medicine and B1.ology- t'or contilluing to support thi.3 work ove: 

the year8, 20-odd yea.rs, with such a small yield in return o 

a few percentage o£ fish, that this ha8 been maintained over 

the years and you•re now ill what, 26 ~ generat1.ons,,' ~ 
ought to be o£ interest to the genet1.c1ats he~r from sod c 

the original expoeures ill 1943 or 4. 

DONALDSON: Thoee are with trout in 194 3. 

WARREN: Those were with trout. 

DONALDSON: Yes. 

WARREN: But here has been the longest, to my 

knowledge, the longest single set of observations on one 01 

more species of fl.sh that have been exposed to relatively 

small amounts of radiation,~ I think this ought to be co: 

tinued as long as it's necessary to get the final answers; 

I agree with Lauren. He •s got sorr.e initial ans•'lers which 

look very spectacular and interesting and he 1s pror;erly me 

in not claiming too much too early. But I think this is 

Stafford Warren 
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as important as foll01:1ing the Nagaski situation, where the 

dosages are not so well controlled. 

FREMONT-SMITH: May I rr.ake a comn:ent also on this, 

because it would seem to n:e that nature has taken advantage 

of all of the physical properties of nature and used them 

to an advantage. on the other hand, it has been sort of 

assumed that radiation was always bad and that any radiation 

was going to be harmful. Now it seem to a:s- there 1s some 

evidence to believe that there was a higher. radiation 1n the 

past than there :Ls today and tha.t therefore it 1 s entirel;r 

possible that there :Ls an QPtimuJllradiatU>n for some species 

or maybe for m!Ucy' species and that we shouldn't assume that 

every radiation 1s bad. It seems to 1119 that-lr.auren •s temporary ., 
a.n:swer supporta this position, that it may be that sal.IllOil, 

maybe other fish, and naybe other species a.re benefited by 

an appropriate radiation and Just wanted to llBke that hazardous 

stateimnt. I know it's contrary to official_ position but I'm 

contrary to official position. 

WABREN: I 1 ve been looking into this , as you know, 

with some interest of late and I'm not wil.l.1ng to say that 

radiation is universally harmful because we have a continuous 

background of naturally occurring radiation and cosmic 

radiation, and the former could have been considerably higher 

in the pa.at, but I don•t think I'm 1n any position to go any 

further in that diacusa1on. But I point to I.a.uren 1s experilrent 

as being significant in this direction. 

FREMONl'-SMITH: Yes. 

DONALDSON: I cringed Just a little bit, Dr. '.larren, 

when you talked about small in numbers, because I've made the 

grandiose statement that this is probably the biggest nun:eri-

cal experiment tha 1s been carried on radiation studies 1dth 

vertebrate ani~als, not with Drosophila or son:eth1ng like 

that we normally use in excess of 100,000 exposed and 100,000 
Stafford Wam)n 
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1 controls, rraldng 200, 000 anir:-.als in each experir:-.ent. Then 

2 we have to carry another population along. So ~;e always have 

3 reserve stocks. So even---

4 WARREN: The salmon gives a i,::ercentage of return, 

5 as you indicated. 

6 DONALDSON: Yes. Even if we get a l i:;er cent return, 

7 we have aonewhere betl<Een--never less than 2, but 2 to 5 or as 

8 nany as 6000 salmon coming .bac~ 1n the unive.rsi.ty pond that 

9 is juat SliglltJ.y larger than thia room. When you have that 

10 great number of th!ae a.dul.t beasta, the average weight last 

ll fall waa 8.6 pounds, coming to a tiny place like this in a 

12 two-week interval., you ha.ve a tremendous aasa of a.t least 

13 physical material., but you aJ.ao have a f'an~tic number at: 
; 

measurements ·to make. So ycu•re stick problem get astronom1cal. 

15 ~-: Thia population would produce at least 5 mlll1on offspring 

16 each year. So with 5 million offspring to evaluate and follow 

17 through step by step au through their incubation period, 

18 cleterm:1Jle the number of anomUies, determine the rates of 

19 growth, 1Dd1v1.dual var1a.t1orus between lots at: some thousand or 

20 1200 lota, you need more than a computer, you need a bUDch 

21 o£ trained monkeys, aa w saw in the film. 

22 FEEM:>NT-sMITH: How large a staff' do tJ::ey provide 

23 for you to hUp you w:Lth this? 

DONALD.SON: Thia was a quest:lon that was asked ~ 

25 last week by a group of Russian geneticists. 

26 

27 

28 

FREM:>Nr-SMITH: I'm asking it now. 

OONALDSON: Ask John. 

FREMONT-SMITH: I.et 1s get it on the record. How 

29 large a st3.ff? They've been supporting it for 24 years, but 

30 how large a staff do you have? 

31 WOLFE: It depends upon the seas on of the year. When 

32 those fish are corning back, he rs got 25 or 30 guys out there 

33 catching them out of the pond and going through all these 
Stafford Warren 
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ablutions that they go through. 

AYRES: What do you do after? 

ViOUE: During the off-season l don 1 t know how rr.a:iy 

people there are . 

FREMONl'-SMITH: What I 1 m trying to bring out, does 

he have enough stai'f to do the job? 

WOLFE: Nobody ever has enough starr. 

8 FREMONr-SMll'H: .Okay, I just wanted to bring it 

9 out. He ha.an' t got enough staff. 

10 DONALDSON: Thia 1a one ot the trickS that one learns 

ll being a ach.oolteacher, Ooctor.Fremcmt-3m1th. The fiah usually-

12 

13 

lJi. 

come bet-wen A ug\Jat and S.ptelllber. 

until the 25th day of September. 

Tbe achoo1 doesn't start 
' " 

So the ret.urn runs the 25th 
~ 

day ot September. 
\ 

Thia year it wu the 26th,. but it 19' close 

15 '.' enough. Th8n I have the 25 or 50 students who can help me. 

16 WARRBH: Bl! orders the fish to return on that date! 

17 [ Ia. l.lghte r J 

18 FR.El«)lfl'-SMITH: I thinlc you ought to go the tm1ver-

19 siq:" to start OD that. 

20 OOBALD30M: The fi.Sh nornally go to the sea during 

21 J'ul.Y, maybe aa late aa August, but that•s inconvenient because 

22 school leta out in June. So let's have them go the sea the 

23 .fir.st day of M!lY and we 111 s:peed them up and get them out the 

2- fir.st day ot M!l;r. Then the students have tim! to prepare f'or 

25 their exam1nat10ZllS and everything goes along nicely. 

WARREN: It was very cute of him to turn nature to 

27 his tiltl9 schedule. 

28 FREMONI'-SMITH: Forgive my remarkS. I just wanted 

29 to get 1t on the record. Maybe he could have a little more 

30 help. 

31 EISENBUD: What is the radiation patterr.? I don •t 

32 know if you gave that. Ii' you did give it, I missed it. What 

33 dose to you give them over what period of' tirr.e? Stafford Warran 
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1 DON'11£.3C~,I: The do.se h3.s been i.-_,;re2.sing ye2.r by 

2 year. We started out at .5 r rer day; •,;er,'.; to l r r;er day, 

3 then to_2, now 2 ,5, and this year we 1 re gr;.:.ng up ,to 5 r rer 

4 day. 

5 

6 

·EISENBUD: For how many days does this go on? 

DONALDSON: Approximately 100 da:;.rs. During the 

7 entire incubation period. This is one advantage of this sort 

8 of experin:ent. You have a built-in food supply and you can 

9 put them in a chamber and expose them to your cobalt-60 

10 source, expose them for thia 100 days. At the end of 100 

11 days they are ready to start to feed and than you start to 

12 take them out. But at the end of that 100 days they're going 

13 through their entire embryological field. They're fully forired. 

14 BRUES: There •s son:e evidence appearing now that the 

15 earth •s magnetic field flops over every so often which lets 

16 in little n:eteorites and cosmic radiation. I believe the last 

l 7 time that this was supposed to have happened coincides more or 

18 less with the tie when man first appeared on earth. That 1s 

19 rather speculative, of course. 

20 FREMONT-SMITH: Do the salmon get bigger at the 

21 sair.e tin:e, toot [Laughter] Go ahead. I didn't irean to 

22 interrupt you. 

BURES: No. This 1S tha whole story. 23 

24 WARREN: He has indicated that tr.ere are :p=riods of 

25 bursts of irradiation which do affect this at different tixr.es 

26 due to the shift. Lauren oi;ght to also te::.l you that he has 

27 r.:en study all of the abnorir.alities that ca~ be produced in 

28 these fish with irradiation and there 1s a certain mortality 

29 from this, de:p=nding upon the dose rate. :_-,ou get all of the 

30 abnormalities that have been ascribed to tr.ls .-other srecies 

31 and the large letha13 are included in this l:'..st. But at this 

32 dose rate your abnor:r.alities and your leti::'.2. effects are r::::etty 

33 lo'.~, aren't they"' Staftc;c. , , . 
DOEJUCt.,;.. ~/ 
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l DONALDSON: ::''."lere rs no significant difference in 

2 the numte r of anorralie.s be tween- the irrad i.e. ted and exposed 

3 at the levels as far as we have gone. 

4 

5 

6 other, 

1 

8 

9 

10 

ll 

12 

13 

FREMONT-SMITH: No increase? 

DONALDSON: No significant increase one way or the 

TAYLOR: What 1s the LD-50 dose for a salmon? 

DONALDSON: An acute dose 1s between 450 and 500 r. 

TAYLOR: You 1regiv1ng them about 500 r, aren't you? 

DONALD30N: Chronic exposure. 

WARREN: Da. ily. 

DONALDSON: We 111 give 500 r this year. 

AYRES: That's a tima when cell reproduction 1s 

14 rather rapid, though. 

15 

16 

DONALDSON: That 's right • 

WARREN: At their rate of maximum growth and change. 

17 Presumably this should be the moat sensitive period, shouldn't 

18 it? 

l9 FREMONT-SMITH: The most vulnerable period. 

20 AYRES: on the otD!r hand, recovery can be more 

21 rap;Ld ~ 

22 TAYLOR: Why don 1t they all die, 1s what I•m asking? 

23 LANGHAM: It 1s the dose range. There •s a lot of 

2~ difference in giving a dose in five minutes and over a hundred 

25 days. 

26 TAYLQR: Is it a factor of 2? 

27 DUNHAM: Your monkeys all had lethal doses, as you 

28 showed yesterday. 

29 LANGHAM: Yes. And the prompt lethal dose of the 

30 monkeys is about 550 r. 

31 FREMONT-SMITH: Please, gentlerr.en, don't have a 

32 private conversation bec:o.'..lse it makes it impossible. Stafford Warren 
DOE/UCLA 
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l the mouse. I think I seem to recall that Russell could 

2 dete<:.t defects in mice exposed to dose levels of 25 r in the 

3 embryonic ~riod whereas i.f they administered so~thing like 

4 7 r a clay continuously given over a 24-hour J:eriod without 

5 embryogenesi.s, they observed no effects, due presumably to the 

6 lower dose rate. 

7 .DONALDSON: I think if there 1s an real unusual thing 

8 about thi.s experiment we seem.to have drifted into, is that 

9 the total response haa.'t)be functional, that is, they lll1.lSt 

10 memorize their migato?"J pattern out to the sea, and memorize 

11 their m1gatory pattern coming back, and this requires an 

12 ext:rP~ly astl.ite sequence oi: l!J!ntal. gyn:ina.st1.cs. They must 

13 compete in a very competitive env1.ronant in :·the sea. They 

must survive and reproduce and continue on, 

15 Well now, what are·the effect:! of 20th or the 30th 

16 generation? Well, I'm never going to live long enough to know 

17 because it takes us about !'our years to do an experimrnt, one 

18 cycle and the s ubaequent cycles, but we are in the F -3 of s otLe 

19 of the groups now and we 111 continue to grind along as long 

20 as our energies hold out. 

21 FREMONT-SMITH: .Do you want to tell us brie.fly that 

22 f'asc1nat1ng stor7 about the olfaction a.nd how they do find 

23 the 1r way'? 

24 

25 

DONALDSON: I keep watching the clock, 

FREMONr-SMITH: It 1s so exciting I think we ought 

26 to just get a flavcr of it. 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

DONALDSON: This is the work oi: Dr. Gorbman. .Dr. 

Gorbi:r.an is the same chap that worked on the iodine uptake. 

He has been doing n:emory pattern responses by taking the 

salmon at the return and immobilizing them, lifting the skull 

case of'!', putting probes in the olfactory lobes and then 

dropping water on the olfactory nerves step by step down the 

environrr.ent, 
Statf0<d Warren 
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l· FREMONT-3MI'i'H: Down the river. 

2 DONALDSON: Yes, down the river or up the river or 

3 son:e otl"£r place or tap water and getting the input directly 

~ in rreasuring their memory response for this particular environ-

5 irent ·or stimulua. 

6 FREMONT-SMITH: The electrical activity to the en-

7 vironirental water. 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

DONA.LOSON: YeS"-. · 

AiRES: Is lt an encephalogram technique? 

DONALDSON: Yes • 

FREM'.)?fr-SMITH: What happens? 

DONALDSON: It ts sens1t1ve to such 1nf1nitesimallY' 

13 snail amounts. Then you can take it down and diBtU the 

1\ water on and on, and they are even so sensitive that you can 

15 :-: move up above for 100 yards on up the watershed where they 

16 haven't experienced it and there •s no response. 

17 TAYLOR: What happens 1!' he takes them out of the 

18 water aD:t gives them upstream water and downstream water and 

19 sod 1111.xed stream water? 

20 DONALDSON: Th1s can be done • 

21 Flt!M)Nr-SM.ITH: It 118kes them very angry! 

22 AYR.BS: It confuses the hell out of themt [Ia.ughter] 

23 DONALDSON: May we come back to the subject at hand 

2-. for the moment and before leaving th1s environmental area 

25 that we •ve been ta.licing about 1n the mid-Pac1!'ic, I think it •s 

26 germane that we include a word or two about the change 1n re-

27 lati.onships with Japan since 1954 and how these environn:ental 

28 problems were handled on a bit dll'ferent basis. 

29 In the 1958 series, we obtained p:rmission from the 

30 Division of B1blogy and JV:edic1ne, Dr. Wolfe and Dr. Dunham, 

31 to do a sort of undercover operation. This undercover o:i:era-

32 tion was to contact one of our good friends in Japan, one or 

33 the leaders in the SHG1<:;:CTSU Maru expedition that caused so 

Stafford Warren 54 
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l much problem in the 1954 era. one of the chaps agreed to 

2 collect and evaluate sample of tuna fish that were caught 

3 by the ~apanese fleet. He collected son:e 2000 samples, sent 

4 us half· o.e tr.e samples; he k.e pt half of the samples and then 

5 we made our evaluations, they made theirs and we compared them. 

6 But he couldn 1 t get his published in Japan, but that didn 1 t 

7 necessarily matter. There were avaUable these data in Japan. 

8 But since they were not the sort 0£ exciting things that would 

9 make a good newe story, they are part of the scienti.fic record 

10 but are not a part of the popular record. 

11 In 1964, during the high altitude tests at Chriatmaa 

12 Island, this program was again repeated and: Dr. earl Botter 

13 again collected the samples and sent them toe us. But under 

14 sod very real. pressures on the part of the hysteria-minded 

15 - group 1n Japan there waa floated an expedition to evaluate the 

16 radiation hazard by a group of: reliable scientists. The ship 

17 was equipped and sent out and we were advised and we met them 

18 1n Honolulu 1n June of 1964 and had long conversation:s with 

:..9 them aa to what we had found 1n the Paci.fie and, most important 

20 I th:1.nk, for this record at· ieaat, we more or less held their 

21 hand during ttU.:s operation, because, to say it very frankJ.y. 

22 they did not expect to return ho1D9. They were perfectly will-

23 ing to give their 11.t'e to the cauae, many of them. Thia was 

24 

25 

26 

27 

particularly true---

FREMONT-SMITH: They expected to be killed by the 

blast? 

DONALDSON: They expected to be, at least at the very 

28 minimum, extreirely affected by radiation fallout. 

29 

30 

EISENBUD: What year was this? 

DONALDSON: 1962. It seeu~ fantastic again or in-

31 credible, to use a much used word, but they had the most 

32 elaborate air-condition~system I've ever seen. Every port-

33 hole was plugged. They had long filters installed. The ship 
Stafford Warren r-c-
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l was equipped so th:.::.t it could te operated entirely without 

2 anyone being on dee%; almost a periscopic ree'.zhole and they 

3 wanted -from us assurance that they could go into the area and 

4 possibly survive, but how would they test orient it. "Well, 

5 we juat cam!! back from down there. We 1ve been traveling 

6 around. 11 

7 ''Where were you?" 

8 "Rlght at thi3 point; that point, that point." 

9 "But your heal th is good. 11 

10 "Sure our health is good. Why shouldn 1t it be?" 

ll ·Well, the ship lert Honolulu; they nade their 

12 statlona, they went hol!l! and we arranged again through the 

13 Division or Biology and M!!dicille and the Commission sent nr. 

14 Gordon .Dunning over to chAir the ?11?et1ngs. ~re we brought 

15 ~ · all these data together, their data, our data, and we pooled 

16 our resources. We did a correlation study even eventually 

17 and found that we had signi!'1cantly the same--it was s1gnir1-

18 cant--I've forgotten the exact degree, but at least it was 

19 s1gnU'1cant that the results that they had and our results were 

20 in agreemnt. 

21 FREMONI'-SMITH: Were they awfully surprised to come 

22 back alive? 

23 

25 

26 

27 

DONALDSON: They were trel!l!!ndously pleased, I guess, 

DUNHAM: You sa1d they were very sophi3ticated, 

knowledgeable scientists. 

.DONALDSON: They were very sophisticated, knowledge-

28 able scientists. I quali!'y this to say that it was the sean:en 

29 on the ship plus these chaps. But the precautions that they 

30 had and the facilities that they had were so completely out 

31 of keeping with anything that we had available to us or that 

32 we had ever seen a:::tually. 

33 EISENBUJ:: How close in did they go? Stafford Wamm 
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l DONALDSON: The exclusion area was 2C)0 r..iles. So 

2 they were close. 

3 EISE.NBUD: The Shun~otsu !·:aru ca;;:e that close in 

4 1954 and they d idn 1 t seem to be too concerned aboi..t :1t aJ:thcugpit 

5 was 1ntere;st1ng, you rray have noticed in The Saturday Evening 

6 ~ picture that shows ire on the deck of the ship, that I was 

7 the only one that didn 1 t have a maak and the Japanese accused 

8 o:e of being a little too cavalier about radioactivity. They 

9 thought I really ought to take care or myseU. 

10 

11 

DUNHAM: You were gran:istand1ng! (Laughter] 

EISENBOO: There was nothing.I could do about 1t. I 

12 didn 1t bring any along and they didn it have any for ire. 

13 DONALDSON: I 1m about at the punch: line of my story, 
} 

14 I hope. But at the conclusion of the neetinga there waa to be · 

15 ·.· a press announcemant and the piaced swarmd with newspaper 

16 people; it ju.st literallyswarl?Sd. They had television 

17 ca!lli!'ras, newspaper photographers. The place just buzzed. The 

18 prepared statenant waa handed to the newspaper people saying 

19 that we were 1n complete agree11Snt and that the level5 of 

20 rad1at1oa were such-and-such and such-and-such. And you should 

21 h!ive seen the expresaiOXl on these 1119n. "But there are not 

22 great amounta," they would say. "No. These are the findinga 

23 of the joint report." And we searched the papers the next day 

21J and about an inch and a hall' appeared and I don rt think any 

25 of the footage waa used on television. 

26 BRUES: Lauren, should we set up the projector. You 

27 wanted to show a picture before lunch. 

28 

29 

DONALDSON: Yes. 

CONARD: I had one final statertent I wanted to 

30 ~ake. In regard to the Rongelap body burden situation, it 

31 turns out that none of these isotopes exceeded 5 to 10 .i:;er 

32 cent of the MPC in the people. The children had slightly 

33 higher values for the strontium-90, to 20 per cent in so:re 



l cases. But it was esti::ated that tl:e total body dcse fror:: 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

all of these internally deposited isotoi.;.es only a~ounted to 

several- hundred mllliroengtens r;er year and, as you know, our 

MPC levels are based on r;eacetin:e limits and are very con-

servative"with a sa!'ety factor of about 10 which is usually 

cranked in. So 1n the aftermath of a nuclear v1ar it would 

7 seem to raa that this t1arshallese experience does tend to in-

8 dicate that one can live 1n a contaminated area without too 

9 much rad 1a tion hazard • 

10 

ll 

12 

13 

14 

FREMlNl'-SMl'l'H: With that degree of contamination. 

CONARD: Yes. But even extrapolating back to larger 

amoi..nts, judging by the smaller d01Sage they_ received, it would 

seem that it would be a minimal hazard. 

ROOT: You o:ea.n 1i: you hadn't moved them off at 

15 :·'. au it would have been a mininal hazard? 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

CONA.R.o: I would say that it probably would. I don't 

think that I want to stick my neck out that far because I 

really haven't calibrated what the tota.J. doae would be 1i: they 

had remained Oil the Island cont1nuoualy, but certa1nJ.y it 1s 

not ally-.ihere near 1n the range oi: the acute iIIlI!Jad ia.te hazard • 

ROC11': You =an that's a good shelter hypothesi.a 

then 1i: you can get them all under shelter while the actual 

23 fallout waa taking place? They could ermrge the next day 

2~ 

25 

26 

w~thout perhaps danger? 

CONARD: I wouldn't say the next day. 

AYRES: That's a standard self-defer.se notion that 

27 you shelter for a couple of weekS and during that tin:e the 

28 drops by a factor of 100 and then you're probably all right. 

29 

30 

31 decayed. 

32 

33 

ROOT: Yes. 

CONARD: Most of the radioiodine by that tirre has 

EISENBUD: I would lilce this off the record. 

[Off the re cord J Stattcid WaH~n 
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l FREMONI'-SMITH: Back on the record. 

2 EISENBUD: Things had quieted down in the surr.rr.er of 

3 1954 ang then I guess we forgot to rr.ention yesterday that the 

4 Russians started a test in September and the fallout levels 

5 to Japan lla'e actually heavier in September than they had been 

6 during the :i;:.eriod when we were testing the previous spring. 

7 But things had quieted down any way, which lead ~any of us to 

8 believe that the commotion in Japan in that ti~ was at leaat 

9 in part motivated by Communist propa.gandi1.sts. 

10 Well, one of the things that happened in the early 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

2i. 

fall, particularJ.y I think motivated 1n pa.rt by the Russian 

test, was that the Japanese decided that they didn 1t get the 

most out of the visits that sorm of us had ~de the previous 
\ 

spring and they wanted to have a ra.diobiology conference and 

they invited the Atom1c ~rgy Conference to ·send a Broup over, 

and about a dozen of us went over 1n November of' 1964 and sat 

with our counterparts in Japan and had two weeks of very worth 

whlle discussion with them. 

Interestingly and apropos of the remarks I ma.de 

yesterday about the schism in Japanses m!!dicizle there, there 

were no Japanese phys iciana in their delegation and we were 

diBcreetly asked not to include any in ours so that they 

wouldn't have to pick or chooee between Tsuzuki and hiB oppon-

ents. So the conference included geneticists, physiciBts, and 

25 biologists of various kinds but we never did get to see the 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

physicians afterwards, of course. Thi.a is very interesting. 

But out of that conference we saw so~ Japanese data 

in which their SHUNKOTSU MARU expedition, I think--was it in 

May of 1954--I think it was right in the middle of the test, 

wasn't it, Lauren? 

DONALDSON: 

EISENBUD: 

MARU ex:i;:edition? 

Yes. 

Do you rerr.ember the date of the SHUNKOTSU 

Stafford Warren 
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l DON.:'\.LDSON: H.1.y 24th t!:ey left. 

2 EISENBUD: '.:'hey sailed into the equatori21l cur:re!1t 

3 just we~t of B1kini and took profile r.:easurerr.ents which indi-

4 cated that about 200,000 curies a day was drifting out of tr.e 

5 lagoon into the equatorial current. This is while the other 

6 tests were going on. This information was given to ire in a 

7 

8 

9 

10 

ll 

12 

13 

ii. 

15 =-. 

16 

17 

18 

little packet which wasn't discussed very much and I react it 

on the way back and I got- interested in it and as a result of 

that and the fact that it was a simple extrapolation to show 

that this device would go into the Kuroshiro current in the 

Philippines and then head north to the Japanese coast, it 

see~d prudent to get out and get somt ireasurem9nts, and this 

was done through an op!rat1on control which !'as carried on 

jointly between the Coast Guard and .Dr. Donaldson's laboratory 

and ours and that took place at I believe in March, about a 

year after the 1954 event. 

DONALDSON: 1955. 

EISENBUD: And gave sone very good data on the 

19 distribution of radioactivity in the Western Pa.c11'1c aa a 

20 result of that test. 

21 FREmNT-SMITH: was it appreciable? 

22 EISENBUD: Yes. The radioactivity was detected 

23 everywhere that the ex?td1t1on went. It started from--well, 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

essentia.ll.y from the Mar.shall Islands and proceeded west to 

Guam and then north in the Kuroshiro Current to Japan, where 

they put in and exchanged data with the Japanese and then as 

I recall, I.a.uren, you correct ire--I•m just reconstructing 

this --they ca~ back in the Alaska Current and went down the 

West coast of the United States and completed a cruise of sorte 

three and a half or four month3 during which tiire they actual-

ly followed the current all the way around. 

32 FREMONT-SMITH: Were the fish getting this and ac-

33 cumulating it? Stafford Warren 
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l EISENE~: 'fes, but very, very sr..all a;;-.'.)unts .. 2-lso 

2 we obviously said it was high enough to be interesting but 

3 lm• enough so that we didn 1 t really have to worry about it. 

4 BRUES: Do you want to say anything before the pie-

5 ture is tUZ'l'led on, Lauren? 

6 OONALDSON: No. 

7 BRUES: I.et it be turr.ed on then. Lunch will be had 

8 in ten minutes instead of _25 ~utes and we can continue with 

9 our discussion if anyone ha.a anything to diScuss until twelve 

10 o'clock , and we'll show the picture later in the day. Every-

1 l one run out oi: talk? 

12 .DOBSON: I would like to ask Lauren Donaldson a 

13 question. Ferhaps it's not too well phra.Sed~and perhaps th! 

14 question iS too large. But extrapolating from the experiences 

15 :·: that you •ve had over the years with your ecological studies, 

16 what kind of situation would you viSua.lize, let 1s s~y, in the 

17 western part or region, the Wa.ahingtal.region at: the united 

18 States if a sizable number of nuclear devices were exploded? 

19 I'm th1.nking oi: the aqua.tic animals, the river systems, the 

20 terrestrial., and so forth. It 1s a fuzzy question. I don 1 t 

21 mean an overwhelming number, but choose your number. 

22 DONALOSON: one could approach this with 180 degree 

23 differences either way. If one wanted to choose for the mo112nt' 

2i. say for the sake of argUIIJ!nt, we would have to go back to our 

25 original cotlll?J!nt that in water you are dealing with a three -

26 dinensional a.ape ct. You deal imn:edia.tely with fractionate of 

27 nucleides. Then you have selective concentration of nucleides 

28 and they are selectively pickej ru:t by different sections of the 

29 biota. In vertebrates as a group being different almost than 

30 vertebrates, you have the food chain series. Which stage of 

31 the food chain is or..e interested in fish, the herbivores being 

32 more specific than the carnivores? So to rr.ake a blank state-

33 rr.ent there would not be an effect, there would be an effect, 

Statrofd vv<Hrdn // 
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1 would be almost ridiculous. The qualifications 1-;culd have 

2 to be so nuu.erous that I thL'1k one could almost l':ithout 

3 question say that a device in the area over a cit::i· or away 

4 from the imn:ediate contact with the water, there would not be 

5 much concern. A few minutes, a few hours, at most, and it 

6 would be of little concern. It would be an academic problem, 

7 sorre of the ones we 1 ve been talking about today. On the other 

8 hand, if it were in a harbor and i.mder the water or in the 

9 water, thia would introduce a whole new series of parameters 

10 because of entrapment of materialS and the 1.mm!diate avail-

ll. ability of both fission products and nonfiasion products and 

12- induoed ra.d1at:1.on to living things. 

13 CONARD: D1d you say that over land it would not be 

l~ of consequence? 

15 ~~: 

16 

DONALDSON: It would be or little consequence. 

CONARD: I don't see why you wouldn'tha\ea bjgfallout 

17 problem with the fireball 1f it was close enough to the sur-

18 face to draw up and incinerate tremndous quantities of earth 

19 into the cloud. 

20 

21 

22 

23 

DONALDSON: I 1 m assuming that. 

ROOT: A high bunt, you see. 

DONALDSON: I'm assuming a high burst in contact. 

DUNHAM: I would 11.ke Dr. Wolfe to comn:ent on thia 

2i. question because I think I know what Warren 1a driving at and 

25 that 1a that the earth 1a so different on the atoll than that 

~6 of the State of' Washington in terms of radiosensitivity with 

27 the trelll!ndoua amount of pine forests that maybe there would 

28 be a difference. 

29 WOLFE: I would think in the coniferous forests of 

30 the Northwest that there would be widespread damage in the 

31 areas of heavy fallout, daITage to the extent that the forests 

32 might be totally killed in areas, I don 1 t la1ow whether I 1 m 

33 ta~king to your question or not, This is or.e important thin6 
::ita11.._;,·"' vva.Hti•l 
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l that He know of dif.'..'erential sensiti•1ity, that ccnifers are 

2 more sensitive and it would ta:{e a lot less radiation to kill 

3 the forests in the North·8est than it would to take them out 

4 in the .l.ppalachians. In the Appalachians I think rra.ybe fire 

5 would be the sole killer except in the pine regions to the 

6 southeast and along the coast. In the Northwest you have both 

7 radiation and fire and in the coniferou:i forests most of them 

8 can be rather disastroua u1 areas of high radiation. I know 

9 that there have been those who sp:!ak lightly as fire as a 

10 factor in nuclear war, but I noticed 1n this last fire, the 

ll fires. 1.n the Northwest, that you had a.va.11.able manpower and 

12 you couldn •t do anything about them until they had rtm their 

13 course. In a tim! of nuclear war you won•t have any manpower 
• 

l~ 
.. 

and you won•t have any equipment. So I think fire and ra.di-

15 · · ation would cauise considerable aauage in the Northwest over 

16 the land. 

17 DONALDSON: This is the sort of fractionation of 

18 a question· Ilmagine one would exi;:ect from basically an aquatic 

19 biologiat a.a contrasted to a terrestrial. ecologist, Imm!diate-

20 ly my interpretation was ''Well, the only things that are im-

21 portant in th:La world are those that are associated directly 

22 with the water, water n:aas, this being the ocean. '!'hen, back 

23 to som! of it, say, we had yesterday: What would you do if the 

area was contaminated? The san:e thing that we were doing at 

25 Rongelap in the early days. We would run on, sure, grab a 

26 sample, and then get out and stand in the water up to our necks 

27 until son:eone cam! to pick us up. Sorr.etirr.es that was a long 

28 

29 

tin2, quite a wait, but this is just to emphasize the difference 

between the two environn:ents, that is, where you have a point 

30 source as a three-dirrensional. There isn rt any reason to assurr.e 

31 that per area originally there wasn't just such fallout on 

32 Rongelap lagoon as there was on the land area. But 1f you 

33 spread it, plus t!":e shielding, you have just d:!.fferent proble::-..s. 

Stattord Warre.
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1 You're dealing in another r::edia. 

2 ROOT: Do I understand that you are referring to 

3 particulate fallout rr.atter in the water v;hich gees into the 

4 food chain and Dr. \lolfe is referring to radiation? So that 

5 high burst., your high burst would not be so effective on the 

6 water but you 1 re referring directly to radiation and not the 

7 fall out, aren 1 t you? 

8 WOLFE: I 1 m talking about the radiation that gets 

9 there, whether it rs. from fallout or any other source. 

10 ROOT: Yes. I mean you would get it in a high 

ll burst whereas you would not get it on the water. A high bunt 

12 wouldn rt be so damg1ng because there wouJ.dn.1 t be anything to 

13 

14 

con:e down. 
i 

\'/OLFE: I don• t think it would. But this Ulustra.tes 

15 ·-· a queat:ion that has been put to the Division ·by the Joint 

16 

17 

18 

Committee. They want to know since we •re conducting radiation 

studies at Qak Ridge and Broi:khaven, why do we have to do them 

at the test site, for example? And the problem I think is 

19 ans•red in part here with the Rongelap study, that neither 

20 oak Ridge nor Brook.haven or Argox:m or anybody else coul.d have 

21 predicted acourataly or coul.d have d:iscovered the thyroid 

22 d1!'1'icult1es that Bob Conard baa reported on. And you•ve got 

23 to go where the action is • 

ROOT: Sure. 

WOLFE: And I don't know how I can put it in langtiage 

26 to you, but I don •t know whether we could put it on paper for 

27 the Joint Committee, Chuck. We miss your fine hand there. 

28 DUNHAM: The Atomic Bomb Casualty Commission :is 

29 always being sniped at in top quarters that I thinl( we go 

30 where the action was--1 111 change your word irmrediately--it 1s 

31 awfully good. 

32 WOLFE: We •ve got a different environrr:ent; it in-

33 volves different biota and different n:eteorology and different 

~\alTCfC v1t ..... .JI I 
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l clir:ates and dliferent relationships altogether. That just is 

2 the way ecology is. It involves geography. 

3 TAYLOR: Aren rt there two very signliicant differences 

4 at least between the exposures at Bikini and Hiroshin:a and 

5 what you do at Qak Ridge and at Brookhaven? That is the close-

6 in dose rate phenomena .. are not produc1ble on a large scale. 

7 You can 1 t 1.rrad iate a group of trees in a very short t1me. 

8 WOLFE: We do have a ·cesium source in a forest at 

9 Brookhaven. 

10 TAYLOR: Yes, but sona of the 1rradiat1om are in 

ll miJ.11.seconds, as I. understand it. The dase rate phenonena---

12 UP!'ON: one can tend to simulate this with a fast 

13 reactor. -~ 

~ 

14 TAYLOR: Are these ecological studies? 
- . 

15 ~ .. UP!'ON: Yes. From the tower. 

16 TAYLOR: Then let me Dl!ntion what may not be a dU'-

17 ficuJ.ty. Some of the signli'icant ef.fects, at least in the 

18 Marsbal..l Islands were due to fa.J..lout, literally to fallout, 

19 to mat.rial .falling on the community that is being irradiated 

20 and tbat baa at lea.st two ef.fecta that are dli'ferent from what 

21 you get with a gamma source. one is chemi:Jtry is involved, 

22 biochemi:Jtry, and the other 1s there are things like beta 

23 burns which are not produced with a cesium source. 

2- Now, in connection with th1s last thing I have 

25 heard many people say that deciduous fores ta are relatively 

26 radiation res1stant. Is it really clear that they are also 

27 resistant to beta and alpha activity distributed on the sur-

28 face of the soil trickling down through the trees, particularly 

29 in the wintertime, because the state of ecological complexity 

30 right near the surface is considerable and it would api:ear to 

31 n:e that you don't produce a lot of effects by irradiating to 

32 very high dose levels the first few rnillirr.eters of the soil. 

33 WOLfE: You just kill everything at very high lev~ls. 

~UiHO'ci Wbl•w" 
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1 TAYLOE: Yes. The question is will that kill the 

2 trees? 

3 

4 

5 

6 

WOLFE: r:eciduous trees? 

TAYLOR: Yes • 

T.10LFE: No, 

TAYLOR: You say all of the transfer between bac-

7 teria and fungi and nena.todes and all these things that go 

8 on in the up:i;:er foot are not effected by the. fires? 

9 WOLFE: I would doubt it. 

10 BRUES: I 1m going to adjourn the 11'1!1et1ng for lunch 

ll now since the managel!Bnt haa oi'fered to have it early for 1..113. 

12 We wUl convene then at one-thirty instead of one 

13 forty-five. I will aak you and nr. Ia.ngham to get- together 

14 

15 _. 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

and decide which is the moat appropriate tina to show the 

film, assuming we can get it turned around. 

We stand adjourned. 

[Adjourned at twelve o'clock noon.] 
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